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Abstract 
In this thesis, the problem of estimating the eigenvalues of the scale matrix in a 
Wishart distribution(one-sample problem) and in a multivariate F distr ibut ion(two 
sample problem) are considered using a decision theoretic approach. A class of 
orthogonally invariant estimators, which shrink the eigenvalues towards arith-
metic mean under squared error loss and towards harmonic mean under entropy 
loss, is proposed. I t is shown that the shrinkage eigenvalue estimator dominates 
the usual unbiased eigenvalue estimator. Furthermore, we study the relationship 
between shrinkage eigenvalue estimator wi th their corresponding shrinkage matrix 
estimator, which discussed in Leung and Chan(1998) and Leung and Ng(2001). 
Finally, we obtain the condition for the inheritance of dominant results between 










徵根估計量及其矩陣估計量的關係°而在Leung and Chan(1998)禾口 
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1.1 Main Problems 
The eigenvalues of a covariaiice matrix in a multivariate normal distribution 
play an extremely important role in many multivariate statistical analysis prob-
lems, e.g. testing hypotheses, principal components and discriminant analysis 
problems. In this thesis, we consider the problem of estimating the eigenvalues 
of the covariance matrices E of the Wishart distribution and the scale matrix A 
of multivariate F distribution which usually occur in the multivariate analysis of 
variance and discriminant analysis setting. There has been considerable research 
oil the problem of estimating the parameter matrix E and A in multivariate 
analysis using a decision-theoretic approach(see e.g. Haff( 1979,1980), Jin(1993), 
Joarder(1998), Ahmed(1998), Leung and Chan(1998), Leung and Ng(2001)). 
In this thesis, we wil l estimate the eigenvalues Ai 2 入‘2 2 … 2 入m 2 0 of a 
parameter matr ix (A or E) based on some functions of > > • • • > m^ > 0, 
where U are the ordered eigenvalues of a random matrix A using a decision-
theoretic approach. We wi l l consider a class of orthogonally invariant estimates 
of E or A . The details of these orthogonally invariant estimator wi l l be given in 
next section. 
From a decision theory point of view, the performance of an estimator is 
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evaluated under a particular loss function. In our thesis, the loss functions we 
consider are 
L , { i x ) = ( i - x y ( i - x ) (1.1) 
m ) m ) 
= - I n n f - m . (1.2) 
i=\� � t = l 入i 
Since the joint distr ibut ion of the eigenvalues is very complicate, most re-
searchers consider estimating of parameter matr ix E or A directly by A , where 
A is some function of A with the following matrix loss functions: 
Ls(A,A)=tr(A-Ay (1.3) 
A ) = t r ( A A - ^ ) - In - m. (1.4) 
Note that L3 is the matr ix version of L i while L4 is the matr ix version of L2. 
For the Wishart case, suppose X i , X 2 , . . . , are independent, each having m-
dimeiisional normal distr ibut ion w i t h zero means and the same covariance matr ix 
^ w i th eigenvalues A, that is X i 〜iV(0，I]). Then the sample dispersion matr ix 
S = E r= i w i th eigenvalues I is distr ibuted wi th a Wishart d istr ibut ion 
denoted by The linear unbiased estimator of E is ( l / i i )S . For the 
problem of eigenvalues estimation, Miiirhead(1987) suggested that the estimated 
eigenvalues tends to spread out, i.e. the smallest eigenvalue tends to under-
estimate and the largest eigenvalue tends to over-estimate. In order to get a better 
estimator of scale matr ix I；，Leung and Chan(1998) proposed the orthogonally 
invariant estimators 
A a (1 - a) trS , 
= ——In” (1.5) 
n n m ^ ‘ 
where 0 < q < 1, under squared error loss function L3. We can see that the esti-
inator in (1.5) shrinks their eigenvalues towards the arithmetic mean o f ? i , . . . , 。 。 
i.e. t rS /m. 
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Leung and Ng(2001) proposed the other orthogonally invariant estimators 
- a ^  (1 — Q) m , 
& = + (1.6) 
under entropy loss function L4. The estimator shrinks their eigenvalues towards 
harmonic mean of . . . , Im, i.e. m/trS~'^. 
W i t h the motivation of the above two matr ix estimators, we wi l l consider the 
eigenvalues estimators 
- a (1 - a)trS 
Aa = - ^ + - — 1 爪 (1.7) 
n n m ‘ 
under L i loss function and 
- a (1 — q) m 
under L2 loss function. We can see that these eigenvalue estimators also shrink 
their eigenvalues towards the arithmetic inean(trS/m) and harmonic inean(m/t r5~^) 
respectively. 
The problem of estimating the parameter matr ix A in a mult ivariate F dis-
t r ibut ion arises naturally from a two-sample setting. Let 
Si 〜 W m { n u E i ) and S2 〜 办 2 ’ S 2 ) ， 
where Si and S2 are independent. We transform Si and S2 to A and B such that 
/ I 三 ; 〜 U ; ( n i ’ A ) 
B 三 s r " ‘ 2 s " 2 s r i / ‘ 2 〜爪 ( n 2， j ) , 
where A 二 ！：‘厂“?^ ]!!]?—i/'. Then F 三 乂“？召-^"�h a s a multivariate F dis-
t r ibut ion w i th Hi and n) degrees of freedom and scale matr ix A , denoted by 
F 〜F爪(721,722; A ) . 
Note that the eigenvalues of A are same as those of E i E ^ ^ The eigenvalues 
of A is very important for the hypothesis testing, i.e. / /q ： = Since A and 
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B are not observable, F hence is not observable. However, the eigenvalues of F 
is same as those of SiS-^^ which is observable. Thus, in order to overcome the 
non-observability problem of F, we concentrate on estimating the eigenvalues of 
A based on the eigenvalues of SiS2^. 
Among the scalar multiples of F, Muirl iead and Verathaworn(1985) showed 
that the best unbiased estimator(uiider L3 and L4) of A is [ (n2-m- l ) /n i ]F . In 
order to get a better estimator of scale matr ix A , Leung and Chan(1998) proposed 
an orthogonally invariant estimators 
Acv = a F + (1 _ — / 爪 ’ (1.9) 
几 1 rti m \ ' 
where 0 < a < 1, under squared error loss function L3. 
Leung and Ng(2001) proposed the other orthogonally invariant estimators 
= OL F + (1 - q ) — )- r I 101 
ni 、 ） trF-"爪 、 … 
under entropy loss function L4. 
W i t h the motivation of the above two matr ix estimators, we wi l l consider the 
eigenvalues estimators 
X &几2 -m - 1 (722 -m - l ) t r F 
A 。 - a I + ( 1 — q ) ^ L一1 爪 1.11) 
Th Til m ‘ 
under L i loss function and 
X 〜几2 — m - 1 (n2 - m - l ) m 
= ^ 1 + ( 1 — … ^ 巧 (1.12) 
under L2 loss function. We can see that the estimators in (1.11) and (1.12) 
shrink their eigenvalues towards the arithmetic mean oHi，…,Im, i.e. t r F / i n and 
harmonic mean of “，i.e. m/汁 F—i respectively. 
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1.2 Motivation 
For convenient, we consider estimation of A only in this section. The estima-
t ion of E is analogous w i t h that of A . 
For the problem of eigenvalues estimation, Muirliead(1987) pointed out that 
the estimated eigenvalues tends to spread out, i.e. the smallest eigenvalue tends 
to under-estiinate and the largest eigenvalue tends to over-estimate. Due to the 
complexity of the jo int distr ibut ion of eigenvalues, most of researchers consider 
estimating the unknown parameter matr ix A by some estimator A . Then the 
eigenvalues of A are used to estimate the eigenvalues of A . In particular, they 
concentrated on a class of orthogonally invariant estimators. 
Let A be the unbiased estimates of A whose eigenvalues are I and A respec-
tively. The orthogonally invariant estimates of A have the same eigenvectors as 
A and whose eigenvalues are functions of l u h , - - - , U , i.e. estimates of the form 
A{A) = H^L)H\ 
where H is m x m orthogonal matr ix such that A=HLH，，with L=diag(li, •. •’ Zm) 
and = diag((f>i(L),..., are real-valued function of L. Therefore, 
M L ) can be regarded as an estimate of the corresponding eigenvalue Xi of A . 
Leung and Clian(1998) and Leung and Ng(2001) proposed an orthogonally 
invariant estimator of A . This estimator is 
K - = + A)T(A)IM, 
where 0 < a < 1 and T{A) is some central values of In part icular, 
= ( l / m ) t r A or t ( A ) = m / ( t r A - ^ ) is the arithmetic mean or harmonic 
5 
mean o H i , . . . 山 ” The i 认 eigenvalue of A ^ is 
(l)i{L) = a l i ^ l - a ) T ( A ) , (1.13) 
where 0 < a < 1, can be regarded as an estimate of the corresponding eigenvalue 
Aj of A . Note that shrinks U towards T(A) and q is the shrinkage parameter 
controll ing the degree of shrinkage. 
In this thesis, we also proposed the estimator (f)人V) in (1.13). However, we 
consider estimating the eigenvalues Aj directly using the scalar loss function L i 
and L2 instead of the matr ix loss function L3 and L4. Details of these estimators 
are given in the next section. • 
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1.3 Present Works 
Suppose I is eigenvalue of S and S 〜 H a f f ( 1 9 8 0 ) showed that the 
best linear estimator of S under L3 and L4 loss is ( l /n )S and its corresponding 
eigenvalue is 
In Chapter 2, we wi l l consider the problem of estimating the eigenvalues of 
the scale matrix S in a Wishart distribution under the loss functions L i in (1.1) 
and 1/2 in (1.2) respectively. We wi l l show that the usual unbiased eigenvalue 
estimator (1/n)? is dominated by our proposed shrinkage eigenvalue estimator 
Aa- That is under L i loss function, the shrinkage eigenvalue estimator 
n n m 
dominates the usual unbiased eigenvalue estimator when (n-2)/(n+2) < q < 1. 
The 'optimal' values of q is i i / (n+2) . 
Under L2 loss function, we wi l l show that the shrinkage eigenvalue estimator 
入a — - I •。, im 
n n trS-i 
dominates the usual unbiased eigenvalue estimator when a < a < 1, where 
-mn + Jrn^r]?- + 4 ( m — l)mn 
a = 2(m - 1) • 
The 'optimal' values of a is 
* 3 r /r^ 厂3 3 r r'^ r^ 
where i - 2 m n / ( m - l ) . A Monte Carlo simulation wi l l be carried out to study the 
performance of our proposed shrinkage estimator wi th the optimal value of a. 
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Suppose I is the eigenvalue of F and F 〜F爪(ni ’n2;八）.Leung and Mii i r-
head(1988) showed that the unbiased estimator of A under L3 loss is 
712 - m - 1 
F 
ni 
and its corresponding eigenvalue is 
712 — m — 1 
— I. 
rii 
I t is the same as the unbiased estimator of A under L4 loss showed by Mi i i r -
head and Verathaworn( 1985). 
In chapter 3’ we wi l l consider the problem of estimating the eigenvalues of the 
scale matr ix A in a F distr ibution under the loss functions L i in (1.1) and L2 
in (1.2) respectively. We wi l l show that the usual unbiased eigenvalue estimator 
(n2- in- l ) /n i ]^ is dominated by our shrinkage eigenvalue estimator A^. 
Let c = {n‘2 — m - l ) / n i . Under Li loss function, the shrinkage eigenvalue 
estimator 
八 trS 
Xa = CiC I +(1 - a)c——Im 
m 
dominates the usual unbiased eigenvalue estimator when max{(/?i/乐）-1, 0} < 
a < 1’ where 
A = _ - m - 3) [ • + 广 ) ^ _ ‘ ’ 
_ 71.2 71-2 - rn - l\ 
P2 = m { n i + l )(n2 - m - 1) + 2(m - 1) - 711(71.2 - m - 2 ) + ( n - m - l ) ( m - 2). 
The 'optimal ' values of a is 
. ni(n2 - rn){n2 - m -
“ = ft ’ 
, 1 m(ji2 + m + 1) where q L 
712 — 771—1 712^  
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Under L2 loss function, the shrinkage eigenvalue estimator 
八 ffi 
Aa = acl+(l -
dominates the usual unbiased eigenvalue estimator when 
—m + Jrri^ + 4mp 
^ … 1 ， 
where p =(几2 _ m - 1)[(叱 +，+ 3) _ (几i _ 爪 + 1)(叱 + 
L n八n‘2 - 2 ) 
The 'optimal' values of q is 
* 3 r r) r^ 3 r 
where i - 2 i n / p . A Monte Carlo simulation wi l l be carried out to study the per-
formance of our proposed shrinkage estimator w i th the opt imal value of q. 
In Chapter 2 and 3, we concentrate on the eigenvalues estimation prob-
lem. The matr ix version of this estimation problem is considered by Leung and 
Chan(1998) and Leung and Ng(2001). In Chapter 4, we wi l l consider the in-
heritance of dominance results between eigenvalue loss and matr ix loss function. 
More specifically, we wi l l prove that the dominant results of the eigenvalues es-
t imation in chapter 2 and 3 can be carried over to their corresponding matr ix 
version of this estimation problem. 
Let A “ be the unbiased estimator of A w i th eigenvalues A. In order to study 
the inheritance of these dominance results, we wi l l calculate the risk difference 
between the unbiased eigenvalue estimator 乂以 and the shrinkage eigenvalue esti-
/s 
inator A^, and the risk different between the unbiased matr ix estimator A,, and 
the shrinkage matr ix estimator A ^ , 
i.e. G “ A ) = , for i=l，2 
^ . ( A ) = Iij(A.u,A)-Rj(A^,A) , for j=3 ,4 
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where Ri and R j are the risk function under Li and L j respectively. Then we 
wil l show that in L i and L3 loss functions, Gi(A) < / /3(A) for all A > 0 (or 
equivalently A > 0). That is G'i(A) > 0 implies Hs(A) > 0. In other words, the 
dominance result of A^ implies the dominance result of A。. 
Similarly, we wi l l also show that in L,2 and L4 loss functions, G2(A) < / /4 (A) 
for all A > 0(or equivalently A > 0). That is G2(A) > 0 implies H^{A) > 0. In 
other words, the dominance result of A^ implies the dominance result of A^ . 
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Chapter 2 
Estimation of the Eigenvalues in a Wishart 
Distribution 
Suppose S has a m x m positive definite random matrix having a Wishart 
distribution wi th i i degrees of freedom and covariance matrix E, denoted by S = 
( S i j ) 〜 E ) . A and I are the eigenvalues of I； and S respectively. The usual 
unbiased estimator of E is 
S“ = > (2.1) 
and its corresponding eigenvalue is 
& = i r (2.2) 
In this chapter, we would like to get an improved eigenvalue estimator of 入 




L2( d，A) = Z f _ In n — - m. (2.4) 
L i and L2 are analogous wi th the squared error loss and entropy loss (entropy 
type - 1) functions of matrix respectively as follows. 
L( S ’ S ) = t r { t - E f , (2.5) 
11 
E，S ) = - In | e E - i | - m. (2.6) 
Let the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue be 
r o ) I (1 - c O ,亡 r 5 \ i 
& = G 丨 + 丁 ( 2 . 7 ) 
where t r (S ) /m is the arithmetic mean of all the eigenvalues of E and is a in x 
1 vector of ones. 
Another shrinkage estimator is 
f — Q；、，（1 — a ) , m 、 
(2.8) 
where m / t r (S - ^ ) is the harmonic mean of all the eigenvalues of S. 
In the above two estimators in (2.7) and (2.8), we note that when a = i j ^ (or 
corresponds to the usual unbiased estimator S^. As A i〉入2〉 . . .〉入爪 and 
h > h > . . . > Im, this k ind of shrinkage estimator is motivated by the fact that 
( l / r O “ tends to over-estimate Ai and ( 1 / n ) “ tends to under-estimate Thus 
the unbiased estimator can be improved by shrinking the sample eigenvalues 
towards some central value. For instance, the central value of the shrinkage 
estimator in (2.7) is the arithmetic mean, while harmonic mean is the central 
value of estimator in (2.8). In general, arithmetic mean itrS)/m, harmonic mean 
• 、 S - 、 a n d geometric mean | 冲― a r e considered as central value by many 
authors. 
The matr ix version of this problem has been considered by Leung and Chan 
(1998) 
V , (1 一⑷ A*^、r 
。 ； S + 丁 (2.9) 
using the squared error loss function in (2.5) and by Leung and Ng (2001) 
V — , (1 — Q), rn . 
（2.10) 
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using the entropy loss in (2.6). 
In order to investigate the performance of estimator, we consider the risk 
functions. That is 
i?i(d，A) = 玛 L 办 , A ) j , 
where Li{5, A) i = l , 2 is the loss function given in (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. 
In this thesis, arithmetic mean would be used in the shrinkage estimator of 
eigenvalue under squared error loss L , and harmonic mean wi l l be considered 
under the entropy loss L2. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We give a brief summary of 
previous works in section 2.1. By using the lemmas in section 2.2, we can calculate 
the risk difference of our proposed estimator and the unbiased estimator. 
i.e. RD, = , 
Our improved estimators for A under L i and L ) are derived in section 2.3 and 2.6 
respectively. I t can be shown that our shrinkage estimator dominates the unbiased 
estimator asymptotically for some suitable choice of a. A simulation is carried 
out to study the performance of our shrinkage estimators. The simulation results 
and discussions on the squared error loss are presented in section 2.4 and 2.5. 
The simulation results and discussions on the entropy loss function are presented 
in section 2.7 and 2.8. 
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2.1 Review of Previous Works 
In this thesis, we are interested in the problem of estimating the eigenvalue 
of the scale matrix in mult ivariate normal distr ibution using a decision-theoretic 
approach. Since the problem of eigenvalue estimation is analogous to the scale 
matr ix estimation, we wi l l first consider the matr ix estimation problems. 
The problem of estimating the scale matr ix lias been studied by many authors. 
Most of them have investigated the problem of estimating a population covariance 
matr ix E given a Wishart matr ix. They usually considered a class of orthogonally 
invariant estimators of E of the form 
E = m ( 寧 ' 
where L = c l i a g ( h , I m ) ,少 ( L ) is a real-valued function of L and H is the nor-
malized eigenvectors. Reviews on this problem can be found in Stein(1975) and 
Haff(1979,1980). Works on this direction are those of Leung and Chaii(1998), 
and Leung and Ng(2001). Now let us to review these relevant papers briefly. 
Suppose S 〜H/;n(n，S). Haff(1980) proved that the best estimator of E, 
among the scale multiple of S, is the unbiased estimator 
. 1 
E l = - 5 
n 
under the squared error loss in (2.5), and 
A 1 
= T — - 5 
(n + m + 1) 
under the entropy loss in (2.6). 
However both of them are inadmissible (see eg. James and Stein(1961)). Haff(1980) 
proposed empirical Bayes estimates which have the form 
El = + ut{u)C 
14 
where 0 < a < t(.)is a non-increasing function, u = and C is any 
positive matrix. He proved that S i dominates the unbiased estimator of E w i th 
the restriction 0 < t{u) < 2 ( : i ) . 
Lemig and Chan(1998) proposed a shrinkage estimator of E w i th the form 
n n m 
I t can be seen that q is the shrinkage parameter representing various degrees 
of shrinkage and controls the value of between and … U n d e r the 
squared error loss in (2.8), they proved that this particular form of shrinkage can 
dominate the usual estimator of E when 
( n - 2 ) 
Leung and Ng(2001) extended this shrinkage idea on the entropy loss in (2.10). 
They stated that the estimator w i th the form 
V — g^c I (1 - op 爪 r 
also dominated the unbiased estimator of E. The restriction of the dominance 
result is quite complicated 
-mn + sjr)?rn? + Smn{m - 1 ) 
i^ ^^ T^ T^  … 1 . 
By focusing attention on the problem of estimating the eigenvalues A of E, 
Jin(1993) proposed a class of improved estimators of A wi th the form 
where t(.) is an absolutely continuous function and ii is a scale function of S. 
This form of estimator is a generalization of Dey(1988) 
( ^ D � = a 卜 啊 / 〜 . 
15 
Under suitable conditions, he showed that the proposed estimators of 入 dominated 
the unbiased estimator = al in terms of risks wi th respect to the squared 
error loss in (2.3) for all a > 0. 
Leung and Chan (1998) also carried out simulation to study the performance 
of estimator of the eigenvalue of E in the form of (2.7) under the squared error 
loss (2.3)，but the mathematical proof of this dominance result was unable to 
establish. In section 2.3, we wil l give a asymptotic proof about this. 
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2.2 Some Useful Statistical and Mathematical 
Results 
In this section, we would like to introduce some statistical and mathematical 
results，which would be used in calculating the risk in the following sections. 
Suppose S 〜 S ) , A i > A^ > . . . > A 爪 and h 2 b 2 . . . 2 I 爪 be the 
ordered eigenvalues of E and S respectively. 
L e m m a 2.1 : I f S 〜 E ) , then 
E[trS]=n(trE). 
P r o o f : 玛 汁 = = tr{n E) = n(trE). 
L e m m a 2.2 : For any positive definite matrix A, l n | / + 4 | 》 t r A - ( 1 / 2 ) trA^. 
P r o o f : Assume the eigenvalue of A is A^  for i= l , . . . ,n 
「 ‘ 
l i i | / + A| = In [ ] ( 1 + Ai) 
-i=l . 
n 
= E [ M 1 + A,) j . 
Let f(A)二In (1+A) - A+A2/2， 
作 ） = 1 + A 
A2 
Since f(0)二0’ f(A) is increasing and non-negative function. Therefore 
n 
t=i 
> E A. - ^ 
t=l \ 乙） 
= t r A - ^ t r ( A ^ ) . 
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L e m m a 2.3 ： For 0 < a < 1, In a > - (1 - a ) / a . 
P r o o f : The proof appeared in details in Leung and Ng (2001). 
L e m m a 2.4 : Given A 〜1/1/•爪(n, E), 
EMA^)] = n{trT.f + n(n + 
P r o o f : The proof can be found in Haff(1979a). 
L e m m a 2.5 : Given A 〜Wm(n, S), 
[ ( 力 二 trT? + n"(汁Sf 
P r o o f : The proof can be found in Haff( 1979a). 
L e m m a 2.6 : Let S 〜W;„(n，E), then 
.irS-i. 
n - r n - I < E < n - in + I. 
P r o o f : See Lemma 2.4 of Leung and Ng (2001). 
L e m m a 2.7 : I f S 〜 E ) , then 
(1) tT{i:S)<Y:il,X,u<[tTY.){trS). 
(2) n t r [ T ? ) < Y . Z l E ( X d ^ ) < n { t T T . ) \ 
(3) <tr(E5). 
(4) 
P r o o f : (1) Since E and S are positive definite matrices, then 
/ m \ / m \ 
( t r m r S ) = E M E h 
\i=l / \i=l 1 
爪 m m 
i=l i = l j ^ i 
m 
> E ^ i h . 
i=l 
18 
The proof of tr(ES) < E S i Kh can be found in Theorem A.4.7 
of Anderson (1984). 




< E[tr(E){trS)] < n ( t r E ) ' . 
i=l 
(3) See Theorem A.4.7 of Andersoii(1984). 
(4) By Lemma 2.7(3)， 
m 
i=l 
L e m m a 2.8 : Let S - E), then 
1 < < 1 m 一 （ 汁 — 上. 
P r o o f ： For a special case of Lemma 2.7(1), consider I = A, 
m 
1=1 
- 妒 > 0 
m 1 m 
i = l 爪 j = l 
1 m 
i=l 饥 i=l 
trE^ > ~{trE? 
m 
〉 1 
{tr^y - m 
19 
L e m m a 2.9 ： Let S 〜W„^(n，E), then 
/ 1 \ 1 1 
T ^ i E i j i ) = + + 0(i). 
i=i \ i j I n 
P r o o f : From Robb J. Muirhead(1982), 
爪 \ 1 
m ) = + + 
j^i Ai - Aj n 
爪 m m m \ i 
i=l i=l i=l j^i 入i — 入 j n 
Consider the following matr ix A 
/ 0 Am � 
A l — • A i - A m 
—Al^ f) 
A = ^2-Ai u …A^ZX；： 
• • • . 
• • • . 
• • • . 
Ao n 
\ a^-A2 . . . u y 
• A / � .11 A)/(入i-A;) i ^ j 
I.e. A = { a i j ) w i th = ” ^ ^ 
0 i = j 
爪 m 入 m ( m \ 
比 en = E VEa. 
j关i、八J i=i \ 
=(Ai^fli2 + A2^a.2i) 
+ ( V a i 3 + A3‘V3i) + . . . 
+ ( A (m- l ) ^ a (m- l )m + ^…^“…（爪―1)). 
Note that 
\ , \2 入?A/ A?入i 
- Aj - Aj 
= - A,) 
A. - \j 
—K^j-
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m m 入 
1=1 j^ i 八 Aj 
m ni 
= E E A 入 
3=1j<i 
( 饥 、2 m m TTi 
Since EA. = 1 > � + 2 ： ^ 二 入 入 ， 
\ / i=l i=l j<i 
m 爪 "I 「 / m � 2 爪 . 
then E E A. A, = - E A . " E ^^ 
j<i 乙 I \i=l J i=l 
= 5 [ {tvY^f - tvE'；. 
Y^^iEih) = n trJ：^-(tr^y - brE^ ^ O(-) 
i=i 丄 2 n 
Lemma 2.10 : Let S �H/;“n，E), then 
m 1 / , > 
El rv、、 mim - 1 ) 1 
y E i u ) =nm- ~ ~ + O ( - ) . 
i=i I n 
Proof : From Robb J. Muirhead(1982), 
爪 \ 1 
j^i (A -入j) n 
then 
爪 1 m m X 1 
= 画 + + o ( 丄 ) . 
� i=i - A j ) 
Consider the following matr ix A, 
[ 0 A,„ \ 
. • . Ai —Am 
A = ^2-Ai ^ . • . A2-A^ 
• • . 争 
^ —Aj__ Ao n 
\ A m - … U y 
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m m \ m m 
then E E 占 = 
= ( a i 2 + a2i) + (ai3 + a3i) + . . . 
+ + am(m-l))-
Note that 
a - 4- o •• - I ^^  1 
卞 Uji — T :—t- — = —1. 
入 i 一 入 j Xj - K 
Thus f ； f ； 二 r n { m - l ) 
i=i j^i - 2 
i=i 八 2 n 
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2.3 Improved Estimation of A under the Squared 
Error Loss Li 
Suppose S 〜W;„(n，I：) wi th eigenvalues h ’ ...，l^ n- Also we have E wi th 
eigenvalues Ai, . . . , A爪.Under the matrix squared error loss function in (2.5)， 
Leung and Chan (1998) proposed a new estimator in (2.9), which dominated the 
unbiased estimator in (2.1). Using the squared error loss in (2.3), Jin (1993) also 
proposed an improved generalized estimator. In this section, we would put our 
afford oil the squared error loss of eigenvalues defined in (2.3). We wi l l prove that 
our proposed estimator of the form 
？ /a\ (1 - a) nrS\ 
\nj n \ rn J 
which belongs to the class of orthogonally invariant estimators wi th the same 
eigenvectors as S, dominates the ordinary unbiased estimator 
^ / 1 \ 
Su= { - ] I 
\nJ 
asymptotically for some suitable choices of a. 
Theorem 2.1 : Assume n > in. Under the squared error loss L i in (2.3), the 
A A 
estimate dominates asymptotically provided that 
(n-2) 
f — ^ < cv < 1. 
(n + 2) 
Proof : 
The risk of S^ is : 
X) = ， A ) ] 
= 刚 L A 低 - A ) ] 
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= E ( 6 % - + A'A ) 
2 a 、 ， 2 ( 1 - a ) - , , 1 
—一X ' l —_^ Lix'l + A'A 
n n 
爪几 rnn/ ‘ 
2q ^  2(1 - Q) 
- - E X i E ⑴ - - ^ ^ E i t r S X t r E ) + frE^ 
i=l i/lTl 
m 
The risk of Su is : 
- 1 9 rn 
、 ’ A ) = ⑷ t r S . 2 ) - - 5 ： X^Eiu) + 
几 Tt •, 
1 = 1 
Define 
RDi = X) 
=一 g • 约 — + A靴） 
2(1 — Q) 1 9 m 
2 ( 1 一 … 。 厂 , ) 、 
入 糊 (2.11) 
2(1 - Q ) � ， 1 � 1 1 1 
(n — + 汁巧2 + by Lemma 2.9 
几 mn^  
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- ( 1 - 柳 — 》 汁 f ( 1 — … ( p 。 ( 吨 2 
(1 _ 爪 n" 
= [ + 1) ^ rE^  + n (trE)^  ] - i L l ^ 2n frE^  
J mn? 
n 
- ( 1 一 冲 I 一 • ) ( 力刚 2 + 0 ( 1 ) by Lemma 2.4 and 2.5 
= — T T � [ ( 时 1 ) 时 2 + ( 叫 1 1 二 力 
J mn 
n 
- ( l -a ) ( )(力 rI])2 + 0(丄） 
n m ‘ 
� ( 1 -q2) r 2 (2n- 1) 1 
(n + 1) ^ tl 十斤‘2 
^ L ) m (l + a) .力rh 
n ~m~ m(l +a) J (汁巧• 
Since 
饥爪(1 +⑷ 一 ^^flT^l 
• + (1 — cx)n 
= > n 
m(l + a) 
and 
by lemma 2.8, tvT? < (trE)\ then 
n L ) m (1 + a ) 汁 E 
� , r _ (m - 2n) 1 ^^  
n ~m~ m(l+a) J (2-12) 
n L ) m (l + a)+l 




A sufficient condition for RDi > 0 is 
(n + 1 ) 丄 + 1 — ! — i l ! ^ � 0 
m (1 + a ) m m(l + a ) 一 
^ 7 2 ( 1 -丄 ) + 2(1 — 丄 ) — — — ( 1 _ 1 ) > 0 
m � m ) ( 1 + a ” m ) 
爪 （1 + Q) 
a > 1 
- ( n + 2) 
\ n - 2 
a > 
~ n + 2 
or eqiiivalently, 
g ^ c ^ C l and m>l. 
Intuitively speaking, we would like to find a suitable q that maximizes RD i 
in (2.11). Unfortunately, such a value of a generally depends on the unknown 
matrix S. Instead, we suggest an 'optimal' q which maximizes the lower bound 
of RDi in (2.12). 
In order to obtain an 'optimal' a, we first take the first derivative of RD i in 
(2.12) and then set i t to zero. 
如 I V m j [ n J !_� ) (1 + a) J � 
( 1 - q 2 ) / q x r 2 n 1 
、 4 ^ 一 一 + 2) — = 0 
(1 + Q)2 \ n J p > (1 +a)_ 
ri(l - a ” - (ri + 2)q(1 + a f + 2na(l + a) = 0 
ri(l - q ) - (n + 2)q(1 + q) + 2na = 0 
(l + a)[n — a(n + 2) j = 0 
* n 
a = . 
(n + 2) 
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The second derivative of RD i in (2.12) is 
& { © ( 1 - … + 2 H } = - ( n + 2) g ) ( l - i ) < 0. 
Obviously, we see that the lower bound of RD i in (2.12) is maximized at 
Q = a*. Al though for certain H, some other values of q may produce larger risk 
difference than q*，a* generally produces larger risk differences for different E. 
The corresponding estimator of A is 
^ a* (1 
= — ^ + - - - ^ I m . (2.13) 
n n m 、 ） 
Note that the condit ion on a in theorem 2.1 and the 'optimal ' a* is the same 
as in Leung and Chan(1998), although they are considering the matr ix squared 
error loss function (2.5) instead of (2.3). 
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2.4 Simulation Study for the Wishart 
Distribution under the Squared Error Loss 
In the problem of estimating the scale matr ix E of a Wishart distr ibution and 
its corresponding eigenvalues, a Monte Carlo simulation study is used to compare 
A A /V A 
the risks of and Ea"，and the risks of a n d 。 . 
From Leung and Chan(1998), the shrinkage estimator of scale matr ix S is 
Scv* = — 5 + ( 1 - Q ) — I 爪 . 
n mn 
From (2.13), the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue of scale matr ix E is 
？ ci* ,1 trS 
(5 厂 一 叫 1 - c O — 
ri mn 
In the simulation study, we would take m = 3 and n=5，10, 25. We then 
generate 1000 Wishart matrices from W•爪(n’！；) w i th three different choices of 
S，namely d i a g ( l , l , l ) , diag(4，2，l) and diag(25，l，l). After 1000 Wishart matrices 
were generated, S a - , ^u and Sa* could be calculated and so the average losses 
(AL) (ie. mean of 1000 losses) for the squared error loss L i could also be obtained. 
A l l the results of eigenvalue and matr ix losses were summarized in Table 2.1 and 
Table 2.2 respectively. The average losses and their standard errors (ie. rat io of 
the standard derivation of the 1000 losses to y/n) were given in parenthesis for 
the three selected E in Table 2.1. 
The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for & compared w i th S,, 
were given, where P R I A L is 
L—1(民‘，A ) - I ， A ) 
- “ X iUU. 
丄1(、，入) 
The percentage reduction in average loss (PR IAL ) for E^ compared w i th E^ were 
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given, where PRIAL is 
S ) - E . , E ) 
X 100. 
The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estimator and shrink-
age estimator of eigenvalue of scale matrix E is also provided, where ERD is 
AL(氏J 一 The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estima-
tor and shrinkage estimator of scale matrix is AL(E,J — AL(E«). 
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Table 2.1 Average loss (AL), standard error (SE), and PR IAL for estimation of 
A in a Wishart distribution under squared error loss L i 
n = 5 n 二 10 II = 25 
S = diag(l,l， l) 
^u A L 2.423387 1.185386 0.467039 
SE 0.074403 0.029304 0.009402 
I * AL* 1.437955 0.884072 0.41131 
SE* 0.04541 0.021954 0.008283 
ERD* 0.985432 0.301314 0.05573 
PRIAL* 40.663414 25.419062 11.932509 
S = diag(4,2，l) 
^u A L 9.280982 4.035521 1.515867 
SE 0.585368 0.184075 0.062632 
Sa* AL* 5.428183 2.948501 1.32799 
SE* 0.333332 0.128167 0.053043 
ERD* 3.852799 1.087019 0.187877 
PRIAL* 41.512836 26.936277 12.394049 
E = d iag(25’ l , l ) 
^u A L 270.266876 126.89381 49.287796 
SE 18.711878 5.963737 2.277474 
I * AL* 208.393951 110.09347 4(3.956013 
SE* 10.603184 4.145384 1.978597 
ERXr 61.872921 16.800337 2.331785 
PRIAL* 22.893269 13.239681 4.730958 
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Table 2.2 Average loss (AL) and PRIAL for estimation of E in a Wishart 
distribution under squared error loss L i 
n = 5 11 = 10 11 = 25 
S = d iag ( l , l , l ) 
Su AL 2.423388 1.185386 0.467039 
Scv* AL* 1.437955 0.884072 0.41131 
ERD* 0.985433 0.301314 0.055729 
PRIAL* 40.66343 25.419056 11.932502 
S = diag(4,2,l) 
Su AL 14.671769 6.913184 2.722444 
Sa. AL* 9.277979 5.346078 2.4449G8 
ERD* 5.39379 1.567106 0.277476 
PRIAL* 36.763054 22.668366 10.192168 
S = diag(25, l , l ) 
Su AL 290.648468 136.48013 53.149025 
、 AL* 222.94899 118.08057 50.530453 
ERD* G7.699478 18.399559 2.618572 
PRIAL* 23.292564 13.481493 4.926849 
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2.5 Discussions on Wishart Distribution under 
Squared Error Loss 
From table 2.1 and table 2.2, we note that the average losses (AL, AL*) of 
eigenvalue and scale matrix wi l l increase when changing the elements of E from 
d iag ( l , l , l ) to diag(25,l , l ) . However, the average losses of eigenvalue and scale 
matrix wi l l decrease as n increase. Also, we see that all the PRIALs' for any 
combination of i i and A is positive whatever matrix and eigenvalue. That means 
for most choices of E, the shrinkage estimator t ^ and its eigenvalue Sa provides 
a substantial improvement over the unbiased estimator E^ and <5,, respectively, 
especially when ri is small or I； is close to a scalar multiple of I. The simulation 
results of scale matr ix are similar to Leung and Chan(1998). 
In Theorem 2.1, we only proved our proposed eigenvalues estimator dominant 
the usual unbiased estimator asymptotically. However, our simulation study 
in section 2.4 shows that this dominance result holds even for a small sample 
size(ri=5). 
Moreover, comparing ERD of wi th that of the shrinkage estimator 
of eigenvalue has smaller risk than that of scale matrix for most of cases. The 
relationship between the risk difference of eigenvalue estimator and that of scale 
matrix estimator wi l l be discussed in chapter 4 in details. 
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2.6 Improved Estimation of A under the 
Entropy Loss(det) L2 
Suppose S 〜M/„i(n，I；) w i th eigenvalues ^i, . . . , Also we have E wi th 
eigenvalues Ai, .. •, Under the matrix entropy loss function in (2.6), Leung 
and Chan (1998) proposed a new estimator in (2.10), which dominated the unbi-
ased estimator in (2.1). In this section, we wil l pay attention to the entropy loss 
of eigenvalues defined in (2.4). We wi l l prove that our proposed estimator of the 
form 
； _ (1 - q ) / m 、1 
- u y ( 十 ~ ^ l ^ M S ^ J 丄"I 
dominates the ordinary unbiased estimator 
^ /1 \ 
、 二 - ” 
\n) 
asymptotically for some suitable choices of a. 
Theorem 2.2 : Assume i i > m and in > 1. Under the entropy loss L2 in (2.4)， 
A A 
the estimate ‘ dominates asymptotically provided that 
—mn + ym'^n'^ + 4 ( m - l)mn 
s « s 1. 
Proof : 
、 The risk of 己 is : 
？A , A ) = E[ L,{ 4 , A ) 1 
二 f M . i n f j M - ^ ' 
- i = l 入 i=l 
= ^ y M + i l z L ^ ^ i 1 
n t i 入i n [ V MtrS-i) J 
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n 台 A, n \trS-' 
p j r 的 I ( l - Q p m 11 
The risk of is : 
. 1 二 1 「 / ). \ 1 
X) = -Y^-E{U)-E 4 - -m. 
n i=i Ai [ i=i \nKJ 
Define 
n A,、“ n [trS-'J 
+丑f f ： 小 + ( 1 厂 烈 I 
I t i L U t r S - ' ) j J 
= i i ^ f l 枕 ） （ 1 -
n h^i n ^ [ t r S - ^ j 
+ 打 “ 纽 ( 2 . 1 4 ) 
= i l n i ! ) [ n m — + 一 ” + 0 ( 1 ) j 一 i L z ^ ^ f ^ 、 
“ L 2 " n � n \trS-^) 
+ 111 1 + ( ) 7 , t 、 I by lemma 2.10 
i=i I L ^ h ( t rb ) J J 
( l - a ) \ m ( m - l ) ] 1 ( l - a ) m , 、 
- [ 膽 + 
+ml i iQ + f ; £ ; ( ln [ 1 + 二 1，、"! 1 by lemma 2.6 
L a 她S-i )J J 
� （ 1 - a)m [ (m-1) ^ �_ 
〜 n (n — m + 1) +772 In a 
“ z 
l n [ l + ( 1 - • j 1 
K I [ cxU{trS-^)\ I 
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{ l - a ) m ( m - l ) 
^ h m In a 
2n 
[ ( 1 - Q ) m (1 一 a)2m2 (trS-^) 1 
+ L ~ a by lemma 2.2 
(1 -a)m(m 一 1) (1 - a)m 
二 f" m 111 Q + 2n a 
( l - a ) W r (trS-') • 
~ ~ ~ [(汁 
� ( 1 -a)m{m- 1) — 7"(1 - q ) (1 - a)m 
“ 2n a Q 
(1 - Q)2m2 ^ [ ( t rS -^ ) 1 
^ 么 ( 汁 b y lemma 2.3 
(1 - Q ) m ( m - 1) ( i - a f m ^ 
- ^ ^ by lemma 2.8 
(1 - a)m 1" (m - 1) (1 - a)m ‘ 
= (2-15) 
A sufficient condition for RD2 > 0 is 
{m - 1) (1 - a)m 
^ > 0 
n a2 -
(m - > mn(l - a) 
(m - + mna - mn > 0 
(a — a)(a - b) > 0 
, -mn + Jm^n^ + 4(m — l)mn 
where a = 、- : ^nH 
2(m —1) ancl 
b 一 -mn - yjrri^v? + 4 (m - l)mn 
2(m- 1) ‘, 
a > a or q < b. 
Since b < 0 and a must lies between 0 and 1，then a sufficient condition for 
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RD2 > 0 is 
-mn + + 4(m - l)mn 
；r; rr < a < 1. 
2{m - 1) 一 — 
Intuit ively speaking, we would like to find a suitable q that maximizes RD2 
in (2.14). Unfortunately, such a value of a generally depends on the unknown 
matr ix E. Instead，we suggest an 'optimal ' a which maximizes the lower bound 
of RD2 i l l (2.15). 
In order to obtain an 'optimal' a, we first take the first derivative of RD2 in 
(2.15) and then set i t to zero. 
d /(l-a)m \{m-l) (1 - a)mll 
石 - ^ - ^ J ) 二。 （2.15) 
[ ( m - 1) _ (1 — Q)m] (1 - Q ) m fma^ + 2ma{l - a ) l 
2 ^ J + 2 [ ^ J = 0 
m ( m - l ) m^(l-Q) - af 
^ ^ + ^ 二 0 
m ( m - l ) -q)— 
2mn( l - a ) - (m - = 0 
(m 一 + 2mna - 2mn = 0 
Q 2mn 2mn 
^ + 7——rrck - - (——-=0 
(m - 1) (m - 1) 
a3 + m - r = 0, (2.17) 
where r = 2 m n / ( m - l ) . From Merrit t(1962) P.49, the real solution of the above 
cubic equation is 
* 3 r /r2 3 r [ 7 ^ ^ 
Since the equation (2.17) is always negative when a < 0 and is positive for 
a > 1，we can conclude that the real root of the equation (2.17) must be lie 
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between 0 and 1. As q* is the real root of the cubic equation (2.17), we know 
that a* must be between 0 and 1. 
The second derivative of RD2 in (2.16) is 
色 f (1 - Q)m [ ( m - 1 ) _ ( l - Q ) m ] 1 
^ 1 2 ^ J / 
-m^a - 3m^(l - g) 
9 
爪 / \ 
Then ~ I (1 一 + [(爪-1) _ ( l - Q ) m ] 1 
da' \ 2 ^ f 
、 L J J a=a* 
9 
?7i 
= — 3 ) < 0 since 0 < a* < 1. 
As a result, the lower bound of RD2 in (2.15) is maximized at q 二 a*. The 
corresponding estimator of A is 
；—乂） , (1 - Q ^ * ) rn 
Note that the 'optimal' a* in (2.18) is different from the 'optimal' a** in Leung 
and Ng(2001) 
.3 r /r2 7-3 3 r [ 7 ^ ^ a*\ r = rnn/iin 一 1) 
‘ a , r = 2mn/(m — 1) 
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2.7 Simulation Study for the Wishart 
Distribution under the Entropy Loss L2 
In the problem of estimating the scale matr ix E of a Wishart distribution and 
its corresponding eigenvalues, a Monte Carlo simulation study is used to compare 
the risks of E权 and and the risks of and 己.. 
From Leung and Ng(2001), the shrinkage estimator of scale matrix E is 
^ a - = — 5 + (1 一 a " ) ^ _ r 
From (2.18)，the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue of scale matrix E is 
P a * � I /I *、 rn 
In the simulation study, we would take m=3 and ii二5，10，25. We then 
generate 1000 Wishart matrices from wi th three different choices of 
namely diag(l，l，l), diag(4,2,l) and diag(25，l，l). After 1000 Wishart matrices 
were generated, £『，S^ and 己* could be calculated and so the average losses 
(AL) (ie. mean of 1000 losses) for the entropy loss L? could also be obtained. 
A l l the results of eigenvalue and matr ix losses were summarized in Table 2.3 and 
Table 2.4 respectively. The average losses and their standard errors (ie. ratio of 
the standard derivation of the 1000 losses to ^ i ) were given in parenthesis for 
the three selected E in Table 2.3. 
The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for 4 compared w i th & 
were given, where PRIAL is 
就 , - V 广 飞 X 100. 
丄2(〜，A ) 
The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for E , compared w i th E , were 
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given, where PRIAL is 
收 斤 收 M X 100. 
L2{ S ” S ) 
The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estimator and shrink-
age estimator of eigenvalue of scale matrix E is also provided, where ERD is 
AL((^“) - The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estima-
tor and shrinkage estimator of scale matrix is AL(E,J -
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Table 2.3 Average loss (AL), standard error (SE), and P R I A L for estimation of 
A in a Wishart distr ibut ion under entropy loss L : 
II = 5 n = 10 n = 25 
S = d i ag ( l , l , l ) 
(5u A L 1.608667 0.678111 0.250077 
SE 0.029546 0.011942 0.004677 
C* AL* 1.517191 0.650896 0.245165 
SE* 0.028539 0.011553 0.004595 
ERD* 0.091470 0.027215 0.004913 
PRIAL* 5.686446 4.013352 1.964419 
L* * A i r 1.452568 0.628271 0.240863 
ERD** 0.156099 0.049840 0.009214 
PRIAL** 9.703624 7.349829 3.684465 
S = diag(4，2，l) 
^u A L 1.041612 0.370264 0.120059 
SE 0.026648 0.009564 0.003278 
ia* AL* 0.984898 0.353662 0.117217 
SE* 0.025967 0.009250 0.003210 
ERD* 0.056714 0.016603 0.002843 
PRIAL* 5.444834 4.483964 2.367682 
L " A I / * 0.948198 0.340777 0.114314 
ERD** 0.093414 0.029487 0.005745 
PRIAL** 8.968214 7.963777 4.785147 
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Table 2.3 (continued) 
n = 5 n = 10 11 = 25 
S = diag(25,l , l ) 
U^ AL 1.200661 0.485726 0.172754 
SE 0.026298 0.010430 0.003884 
AV 1.138487 0.466652 0.170440 
SE* 0.025527 0.010100 0.003822 
ERD* 0.062174 0.019074 0.002314 
PRIAL* 5.178300 3.926856 1.339477 
la - AI/* 1.097913 0.451873 0.166702 
ERD** 0.102748 0.033853 0.006052 
PRIAL** 8.557620 6.969567 3.503247 
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Table 2.4 Average loss (AL) and PRIAL for estimation of I； in a Wishart 
distr ibution under entropy loss L ] 
11 = 5 n = 10 n = 25 
S = d i a g ( l , l , l ) 
Su A L 1.6086G7 0.678111 0.250077 
Sa- AL* 1.521476 0.654189 0.247337 
ERD* 0.087191 0.023922 0.002740 
PRIAL* 5.420078 3.527741 1.095662 
AL** 1.457663 0.631612 0.242334 
ERD** 0.151004 0.046499 0.007743 
P R I A i r 9.386915 6.857116 3.096373 
S = diag(4,2,l) 
Su A L 1.606926 0.677131 0.250704 
Sa- AL* 1.524639 0.654614 0.247248 
ERD* 0.082287 0.022517 0.003456 
PRIAL* 5.120770 3.325353 1.378518 
Sa-* A I T 1.461702 0.633206 0.243640 
ERD** 0.145223 0.043925 0.007064 
PRIAL** 9.037343 6.486922 2.817677 
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Table 2.4 (continued) 
n = 5 II = 1 0 n = 25 
S = diag(25,l , l ) 
Su AL 1.608520 0.677442 0.250106 
Sa- A I / 1.527408 0.655639 0.247516 
ERD* 0.081112 0.021803 0.002590 
PRIAL* 5.042648 3.218431 1.035561 
K * ' AL** 1.469776 0.635605 0.243419 
ERD** 0.138744 0.041838 0.006687 
PRIAL** 8.625540 6.17583 2.673581 
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2.8 Discussions on Wishart Distribution under 
Entropy Loss 
From table 2.3, we note that the average losses {AL, AL\ AL**) of eigenvalue 
estimation wi l l decrease when changing the elements of S from d i a g ( l , l , l ) to 
diag(4,2,l) and then finally w i l l increase when the elements of E is d iag(25, l , l ) . 
However, the average losses {AL* and AL*'') of scale matrix estimation wi l l in-
crease as the diagonal elements of E increase. Also, the corresponding A L and 
PRIAL 's of matr ix estimation are very close to the results in Leung and Ng(2001). 
Table 2.5 P R I A L of ^ over S,, and over using the entropy loss L2 
^ n = 5 II = 10 n = 25 
d i a g ( l , l ， l ) 己 . 5 . 6 8 G 4 4 6 4.013352 1.964419 
L " 9.703624 7.349829 3.684465 
5.420078 3.527741 1.095662 
S g - 9.386915 6.857116 3.096373 
d i a g ( 4 , 2 , l ) 己 * 5.444834 4.483964 2.367682 
8.968214 7.963777 4.785147 
5.120770 3.325353 1.378518 
^ g - 9-037343 6.486922 2.817677 
d iag(25, l , l ) 5.178300 3.926856 1.339477 
8.557620 6.969567 3.503247 
5.042648 3.218431 1.035561 
8.625540 6.175830 2.673581 
From the table 2.5, we see that all the PRIALs ' for any combination of 11 and 
S is positive whatever matr ix and eigenvalue estimation. That means for most 
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choices of E, the shrinkage estimator and its eigenvalue estimator 
provides some improvement over the unbiased estimator t , , and 4 
respectively, especially when n is small. The simulation results of scale matrix 
estimation is similar to Leung and Ng(2001). 
In Theorem 2.2, we only proved our proposed eigenvalues estimator dominant 
the usual unbiased estimator asymptotically. However, our simulation study 
i l l section 2.7 shows that this dominance result holds even for a small sample 
size(n=5). 
Moreover, comparing PRIAL of wi th that of E , . , the shrinkage estinia-
tor of eigenvalue has larger PRIAL than that of scale matrix for most of cases. 
Comparing PRIAL of wi th that of E , . . , we get a similar result. As a result, 
i t indicates that for any value of a, the shrinkage estimator ^ of eigenvalue has 
smaller risk than the shrinkage estimator t ^ of the scale matrix E. The relation-
ship between the risk difference of eigenvalues estimator and that of scale matrix 
estimator wi l l be discussed in chapter 4 in details. 
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Chapter 3 
Estimation of the Eigenvalues in a F 
Distribution 
Suppose A and I are the eigenvalues of A and F respectively. The usual 
unbiased estimator of A is 
A 712 — m - 1 
、 = — F (3.1) 
and its corresponding eigenvalue is 
； 712 —m - I 
“ = r (3.2) 
In this chapter, we would like to get an improved eigenvalue estimator of A 
under the two invariant loss functions 




入 i g二 1 入 i 
L i and L2 are analogous w i th the squared error loss and entropy loss (entropy 
type - 1) functions of matr ix respectively as follows. 
A ， A ) = t r ( A - A f , (3.5) 
L( A ， A ) = 汁 ( A a - i ) - In | A a - i | — m. (3.6) 
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Let the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue be 
； fn2 - m - 1\ - m - l \ f t r F \ 
“ = 。 ( ” + ( l - a ) ~ ~ - — — — — 1 爪 ， ( 3 . 7 ) 
\ UI J \ m J \ rn J \ ' 
where t r F / m is the arithmetic mean of all the eigenvalues of A and U is a m x 
1 vector of ones. 
Another shrinkage estimator is 
/n2 - m - 1\ . /n2 -m - 1\ / m \ 
=^ I — ^ J 丨 +(i _ � ( — ( r ^ J ‘ （鄉 
where i n / t r (F "^ ) is the harmonic mean of all the eigenvalues of A . 
In the above two estimators in (3.7) and (3.8), we note that when a = 1’ 乙 
(or ？y corresponds to the usual unbiased estimator Cu- As 〉 A 2 〉 … 〉 
and h > I2 > • •. > Irn, this kind of shrinkage estimator is motivated by the fact 
that [ { n 2 - m - l ) / n i ] l i tends to over-estimate A1 and [ ( 7 1 2 - m - t e n d s to 
iirider-estiinate A^n. Thus the unbiased estimator can be improved by shrinking 
the sample eigenvalues towards some central value. For example, the central value 
of the shrinkage estimator in (3.7) is the arithmetic mean, while harmonic mean 
is the central value of estimator in (3.8). In general, arithmetic mean (trF)/m, 
harmonic mean m/ t r {F - ' ^ ) and geometric mean are considered as central 
value by many authors. 
The matr ix version of this problem has considered by Leung and Chan (1998) 
入 一 A. f r i 2 - m - 1、 p , ,1 /n-i - rn - l \ / t r F \ ^ ‘ 、 
八《一。、 F + ( l - a ) — /肌 3 . 9 
乂 八 1 / \ rii J \ n J \ ' 
using the squared error loss function in (3.5) and by Leung and Ng(2001) 
、 = “ " (1 - … ( ^ j ‘ (3.10) 
using the entropy loss in (3.6). 
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I l l order to investigate the performance of estimator, we consider the risk 
functions. That is 
where A) i = l , 2 is the loss function given in (3.3) and (3.4) respectively. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We give a brief summary of 
previous works in section 3.1. By using the lemmas in section 3.2’ we can calculate 
the risk difference of our proposed estimator and the unbiased estimator. 
i.e. RDs = R ( L 入)-R(L 入)， 
肌 = r 、 L X ~ ) -
〇m. improved estimators for A under L i and L ) are derived in section 3.3 and 
3.6 respectively. I t can be shown that our shrinkage estimator dominates the 
unbiased estimator asymptotically for some suitable choice of a. A simulation is 
carried out to study the performance of our shrinkage estimator. The simulation 
results and discussions on squared error loss are presented in section 3.4 and 3.5. 
Tlie simulation results and discussions on the entropy loss are presented in section 
3.7 and 3.8. 
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3.1 Review of Previous Works 
In this chapter, we are interested in the problem of estimating the eigenvalue 
of the scale matr ix in mult ivariate normal distr ibut ion using a decision-theoretic 
approach. Since the problem of eigenvalue estimation is analogous to the scale 
matr ix estimation, we wi l l consider the matr ix estimation problems. 
The problem of estimating the scale matr ix has been studied by many authors. 
Most of them have investigated the problem of estimating a population covariaiice 
matr ix A in a mult ivariate F distr ibution. Murihead and Verathaworn(1985) 
studied the problem of estimating the latent roots of E i E ^ ^ 
Let Si 〜 E i ) for i=l,2，be two independent m x in Wishart matrices. 
The problem is then to estimate the eigenvalues of EjE-J^ based on the eigenvalues 
of 8182^. Muirhead and Verathaworn concentrate on estimating a parameter 
matr ix A w i th the same eigenvalues of E iE^^ based on a random matr ix F whose 
eigenvalues have the same distr ibut ion as those of The best estimator 
under L i and L2 is the unbiased estimator 
叱 一 饥 一 I j ^ . 
ni 
Following the similar approach used in Haff(1985), Muir l iead and Verathaworn 
showed that a rather ad-hoc approximation to the Bayes rule leads to a orthog-
onally invariant estimate w i th 
(t)iiL) ^ 
n i - m - l I 2(ni+7?o-m-l) ) • 1 . 
"2 712{no-m-l) “ li-ij 
A Monte Carlo study indicated that the modified estimate perforins substantially 
better than A , especially when A % kl or when A lias groups of equal eigenvalues. 
These previous works can be regarded as references for our work in later sections. 
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3.2 Some Useful Statistical and Mathematical 
Results 
In this section, we would like to introduce some statistical and mathematical 
results, which would be used in calculating the risk in the following sections. 
Suppose F 〜F„ , (7 i i ,n2 ,A) ,A i > A2 > . . . > A^ and h > > - • • > ^^ be the 
ordered eigenvalues of A and F respectively. 
L e m m a 3 .1 : Let; F �F爪(n!，n?; A) , then 
E[tTF\ = ~ ~ 5 - (trA). 
712-771-1 
Proof B[trF] = trlE{F)] = tr (——^——八)二 ！li (汁八） 
V 712 - m - 1 / 712 - m - 1 
Lemma 3.2 : Given A �F„,(ni,n2； A), 
五[tr{A^ ) 1 =…{(n — m _ l){trAy + Km + l)(n2 - m - 1) + 2]tr{A^)} 
(n‘2 — m){n2 - rn - l)(n2 - m - 3) . 
Proof : The proof can be found in Leung and Chaii(1998). 
Lemma 3.3 : Given A �爪 (n i，n? ; A), 
E ( t r A f 二 几 1{[几1(几2 - m — 2) + 2](汁A)2 + 2(n — m - 1)汁(八‘勺} 
(712 - m)(n2 - m - 1)(712 - m — 3) . 
� Proof ： The proof can be found in Leung and Chaii(1998). 
Lemma 3.4 : Let F 〜 爪 ( n i , A ) , then 
n i - m - 1 < E [汁 A - i ] < n! - m + 1 
N2 _ [ t r F - i J - 712-2 . 
Proof : See Lemma 2.4 of Leung and Ng(2001). 
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Lemma 3.5 ： Let F 〜爪(几丄，n�；八)，then 
m 1 r 71 1 f AiEft) = — ni(ri2 + m + l ) - - trA^  i=i 叱 L Z J 
+ (去). 
Proof : From Robb J. Miiirhead(1982), 
E � = ^ A. + ^ ( m + 1)A. + 4 f： + 0(1) 
712 n2々i Xi - Xj 、” 
m m m 
E m i i ) = - E V + � ( m + l ) X > 2 
1=1 作2 i=i ri2 
+ 去） 
几‘2 几 2 Ai -入j 
Consider the following matr ix A 
, Q A1A2 AlArn \ 
A1-A2 • • . Ai_A„i 
^ _ 入 1 • . • 
• • 争 • 
• • • 
• • • • 
Am Aj Am Ao Q 
\ Am —Al Am —A2 • • • j 
. . , , . . }入V(入I - A,) i + j 
I.e. A—(ajjj with aij = ， 
0 i二 j 
m m \ \ m / m \ 
then E A . E t ^ = E V E a , 
/ = 1 j私〜—-Aj i=l \ j=l j 
=(Ai'^ai2 + 入 22^ 21) 




\ 2 , A — V A j . X/Xj 
Ai ttij 十 / d j i — h — 
Ai — Aj Aj — Ai 
= - A,) 
— A, - A, 
= X i X j . 
m m \ \ m m 
j^i 八i — Aj j二lj<i 
/ m \ 2 m mm 
Since E ^^ = E + 2 E E 
V 1=1 / i=l i=l j<i 
m m 1 / TTi \ 2 rri 
then E E A . A , = i E A . — 
i=l j<i 丄 L ) i=l 
= 每 [ ( t r A ) ' 一 trA' •. 
丄 J 
m 
EXiEdi) = + m + ^ U t r A f - t r A ' ] 
+ 喊 
= n i ( r i 2 + m + 1 ) - 兰 ^rA"^ + - ^ ( ^ t r A f 
L 2 � 171.2 么 
n/ 
Lemma 3.6 : Let F 〜F„j(ni,7i2； A ) , then 
O JL 厂h、一 n 卯 丄 ( 爪 + 1) mn(m - 1) 1 
/ . — I 9 o Cf — ) . 
Proof : From Robb J. Muirhead(1982), 
"2 ni2 f ^ . (A, _ A,-) 、n2 乂 
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Then 
f 1 、 U im n i m { m + 1) 
L T " 邵 = + 2 
n ^ 1 ^ 1 
+ 站 站 + 
Consider the following matrix A 
( Q AiAo Ai A,„ \ 
Ai — A:2 . . . Ai-A,n 
q AoA^  
^ _ ... 入2-入,n 
— . . ‘ 
• • • • • • • • 
入n]入 1 Q 
\ Am—Ai Am—Ao . . . / 
mm \ m m 
魅 E E t ^ = 
i=l j^i 〜-八j i=\ j^i 
= ( a i 2 + a2i) + (ai3 + a3i) + . . . 
+ (<^(m-l)m + ^lm(m-l))-
Note that 
A, Ai 
— 尸 巧 + 口 = - 1 -
Then f l f = _m{m-l) 
i = l j^i Xi — Xj 2 
= n i m ( m + 1) — Tim{m 一 1) 1 
、 / J \ ^ V i^/ — ‘ 9 — Z o + “o )‘ 
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3.3 Improved Estimation of A under the 
Squared Error Loss Li 
Suppose F 〜F爪(721，712; A ) w i th eigenvalues … . . . ， A l s o we have A w i th 
eigenvalues Ai, . . . ， A ^ . Under the matrix squared error loss function in (3.5), 
Leung and Chan (1998) supposed a new estimator in (3.9), which dominated the 
unbiased estimator in (3.1). Using the squared error loss in (3.3), Jin(1993) also 
proposed an improved generalized estimator. In this section, we wi l l put our 
afford on the squared error loss of eigenvalues defined in (3.3). We wi l l prove that 
our proposed estimator of the form 
L = ^ +(1 —… (叱 -爪 - 1 ) ( t l F ^ 1"1， 
rii \ m J 
dominates the ordinary unbiased estimator 
-—(n2 - rn — 1) 
Qc = I 
ni 
asymptotically for some suitable choices of a. 
Theorem 3.1 : Assume i i > m, rn > 1, n i > 7/1 + 1 and n? > m + 3. Under the 
squared loss L i in (3.1), the estimate 4 dominates Cn asymp-
totically provided that 
max 1 ^ - 1 , o | < a < 1 , 
where ft = 2 n M ( 二 + ” _ ， 
02 = rn{ni + l)di + 2(m - 1) - 711^ 2 + (^i + di){rn - 2) 




{712 — rn - I) di 
c = =—. 
rii rii 
T h e risk of is : 
CA , A ) = E[L{CA. X)] 
= ( Ca - A )'( C, - A ) 1 
= E { CaL - 2 C A + A'A ) 
= E [ I ' I - ^ r n ( l - afc^f - 2acX' I 
+ 2 c 2 ( l - a)aU' Im - 2(1 - a)ci\'l^ + A'A j 
m / 1 m \ 2 
. i=i \爪 i=i J 
2(1 —a)ac2 V ' ^ 
+ ^ E m 
2(1 — rwV / \ / \ 爪 1 
爪 \i=i / \ i = i / i = i . 
m 
+ J E{trFf — 2acE J： A山 
\ i = l / 
— 2 ( l : Q 0 e 风 汁 汁 八 ) + E(汁八2) 
m 
广二 \ 2(1 - ry) 
-2acE Y. X山—-~~^(trA)'' + {tvA'). 
\ i = i / 爪 
/N 
T h e r isk of is : 
. (rn \ 
R ( C u , = c ' E i t r F ' ) - 2 c E [ Y ^ A 山 + t v A ' . 
\ i = i / 
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Define 
RDs = 4 , C) - Ca , C) 
二 （1 一 a ' y E ( t r F ' ' ) 一 
TT1> 
- 2 ( 1 - a)cE f f ； Xd) + 2 ( 1 - 〜 A ) 2 (3.11) 
\i=i / 爪 
= ( 1 - a ' ^ E i t r F ' ) -
m 
2(1 - a)c「 ， 1、 M 、9 
L ^ -
+ fc^(汁八)2 + 0 ( 1 ) by Lemma 3.5 
n^i^ m iV 
= ( 1 - o'y^EitTF') 一 c2(l 一 五(力 
m 
2 ( 1 - Q ) C 「 ， 1 、 … 、 9 
- ^ ^ n2 + m + l - -
I 2. 
+(1 — a ) ( 三 -引 ( f r A ) 2 + 0(、） 
V m t V / n? 
= 二 2 ) ' 2 { [ + I K + 2] t r A ' + + 
{ 2 ( 一 _ 2 + ( 一 ) ( — 
2(1 - Q)c「 ， 1、 n 1 ^ . 
— ~ - ^ ni(n2 + m + 1) - - t rA^ 
t V L 2 
/ 2 nc \ 1 
+(1 —Q) ^ + 0 ( — ) by Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 
V m 712 之) 71 之 
dodick [ m J 
2(1 - q)C� ， � 
— _ ^ _ _ ^ ni(n2 + m + l ) - - trA^ 
Tl2 L Z . 
riAl - Q2)C2「 1 1 
+ , . / (m + dO - - ( n i ^ / 2 + 2) {tTl\f 
dodids I m J 
+ ( 1 — — D ( 汁 + 
V m 712^ / V? 
r i i ( l - r r, 
=UdJ. { 4 “ + l K + 2 ) ] - 2 ( n i + r/i) 
- ( T T ^ y ^ 卜 + 1 ) - d h A 
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711(1 - a2)c2 r 
+ , , / r n m + d i ) - ri,d2 - 2 
mdodids I 
(1 + a )c^n i [ U'^ J J n^ 
- " 1 ( 1 ； ? ? 2 卜 汁 八 2 + _ 八 ) 2 } ， 
mdodid^ ^ J 
where a = m[(ni + l)di + 2j - 2(7ii + di) 
2mdodid3 「 •《、 n 1 
=m[(ni + l ) d i + 2 ] - 2 ( n i + f i i ) 
2mdod3 「 ， 1、 n 1 
卜 ( 一 + 1 ) ] . 
(1 + aJC^Ui \ 71-2之 / 
( 1 + a)din2^ \ rii J 
= r n { n i + di) - n^ck 一 2 + "。二 -^(2nin2^  — mndi). 
Since b > 0, then 
R D s > — t V T — — - t r A ' . (3.12) 
mdodids \ ‘ 
Consider 
a + b - m [ ( n i + l ) d , + 2 ] - 2(n, + d,) — 2 爪 f ( + 爪 + ” 一 二-
(1 + 0)712” 2. 
+m{ni + di) — nid2 - 2 + - ~ ^ ^ : r ( 2 n i n 2 ^ - mndi) 
(1 + a)din2^  
= m l ( n i + + 2] - nid2 - 2 - (ni + di)(2 m) 
dods 2 
+ (1 + a)d n. 2 2几 一 rnndi — 2mnidi(n2 + m + 1) + mndi 
= r n [ {ni + + 2 ] - nid? - 2 + (ni + di)(m 一 2) 
2ni6fo 而 1 m(n2 + m + l ) 
(1 + a) [Ti V • • 
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Then 
RD3 > 0 iff a + b > 0 
m[ (ni + l)di + 2 1 - n成 一 2 + (rii + di)(m - 2) 
2niO?o 而 1 m(n‘2 + m + l ) 
^ J 
m(ni + l)di + 2(m — 1) — riick + (r^ + di)(m - 2) 
2nidod3 r 丄 一 m(n2 + m + 1) j 
(1 + a ) [ J , ^ J -
, o o J 7 [爪(叱 + m + 1) 1 
where Pi = 成d]— — — 
_ 7X2 么 di 
02 = m(rii + l)di + 2(m - 1) - nid】+ (rii + di){m — 2). 
Since ^ — 1 < 1 
P2 一 
P2 — 
^ Pi < W2 
, ,�m(n2 + m + 1) 1 
nirfo"3 ^ r 
. di-
< rn{ni + l)di + 2(m — 1) — riid^ + (rii + di){m — 2) 
nI clods 2 
:r-r- mdi(n2 + m + 1) - n2 
77,2 ai 
< rn{ni + l)di + 2(m - 1) - riid^ + (ni + di)(m 一 2) 
Tlidod^ l md八712 + TTl + 1) _ 712^  
< m(ni + + 2(m — l)n2^di — Jiiu-i^did-i 
- 2)(ni + di)di 
mdi[ {rii + - nidod3{n2 + m + 1) ] + 2(m - l)n2^di 
+7122(771 - 2){ni + di)di — nin2\did2 - d^dj) > 0 
mdi[ (rii + l)n2^di - nidodsln) + m + 1) 
+ 2(m - l)n2^ di + n2^ m - 2){ni + di)di - 2nin2^  > 0 
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mdi{ [ (ni + l)di + 2 — + m + 1) } 
4-722'^ [ (m - 2)(ni + di)di - 2(ni ] > 0 
m(ii{ [ (ni + l)di + 2 一 nidod3(n_2 + m + 1) } 
(m - 2)di - 2 ](ni + di)} > 0 
mdi{ niri2^ f"/i + n2\dQ + 1) — n仰doc^ - r^dodsijn + 1) } 
[ (m — — 2 ](ni + di)} > 0 
mdi{ 仇CIQ + mni(ji2(h _ dods) + n2^(di + 2) — n成ds } 
[ (m 一 2)di - 2 ](ni } > 0 
mdi{ nido{n2 + m + 3) + mn：(712 /^1 - dods) + 112^{do + 1) } 
[ {rn - 2)ch - 2 ] ( � } > 0 , 
then a sufficient condit ion for RD^ > 0 is 
inax{^ - 1,0} < Q < 1. 
Intuit ively speaking, we would like to find a suitable a that maximizes RD3 
in (3.11). Unfortunately, such a value of a generally depends on the i i i ik i iowi i 
matr ix A . Instead, we suggest an 'optimal ' a which maximizes the lower bound 
of RDs in (3.12). 
I l l order to obtain an 'opt imal ' a, we first take the first derivative of IW：^ in 
(3.12) and then set i t to zero. 
Suppose / ( a ) = 卜 ( 1 二 + 叫 汁 八 2 , 
/ ( a ) = f 卜 ( 1 - 巧 ; a + 叫力 r 八 2 
oa [ mdodids 
=nic2(-2Q)(a + b)汁么2 — - a)斤八2 丄 rn(n2+m + l)" 
mdodids md i ( l + Q) [di • 
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Set f'{a)=0 , 
(a + b)a n i ( l - Q ) [ l m{n2 + m + 1)1 
dods (1 + a) [di n^^ j 一 . 
T ^ 1 m(n2 + m + 1) Let q = - 2 , 
di n‘/ 
a [ 2nidod3 1 , ni(l - a) 
+ 2q ni q + Ui [I - a) q — • 
clods (14-a) (1 + Q) 一 
a/32 
“ + — (3-13) 
a* = — 学 . (3.14) 
Since "2 > 0 and 0 < a < 1，then 
0 < a* < 1 q <0 
mdi(n2 + m + 1) - 712^  > 0 
(m - 1)712^  - m(m + 1)^  > 0 
rn{m + 1)^ 712 > -7 
( m - 1) 
(m + l)v/m (m + 
712 > I 1 or 712 < - - , • vrn — 1 Vm — 1 
or eqiiivaleiitly, 
八 (rn + 1)071 
q <0 712 > , V . 
\/7n - I 
We note that when a < q*, the left side of (3.13) is always greater than 
zero. When 
Oi > a*, the left side of (3.13) is always less than zero. Therefore, 
we know that the lower bound of RD^ in (3.12) is maximized at a = cv*. The 
corresponding estimator of a is 
= C^* ( … - 1 ) , +(1 — Q *产 - m - 1 ) n i l ) 1"” 
ni Til \ m J 60 
provided that 7x2 > [ ( m + l ) y m j / ^ ( m — 1). 
Note that the 'optimal' q* in (3.14) is different from the 'optimal' a “ in Leung 
and Chan(1998), where a** is 
cv** = - m - 3 ) 
Q — (ni +2)(712 - m - 1 ) " 
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3.4 Simulation Study for F Distribution 
under the Squared Error Loss Li 
III the problem of estimating the scale matr ix A of F distr ibut ion and its 
corresponding eigenvalues, a Monte Carlo simulation study is used to compare 
A A 八 
the risks of A “ and A ^ - , and the risks of (u and 
From Leung and Clian(1998), the shrinkage estimator of A is 
X ** / - TTi - 1 \ ^ …/n2 - m — trF T 
A , = a** 1-a* * I爪. 
\ Til / \ Til J 771 
From (3.14), the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue of A is 
； ^ /n2 - m - 1\ , _ fn2 - m - l \ tvF 
Ca- = « - — — ” + ( 1 — — 1 爪 . 
\ rii / \ rii J m 
I n the simulation study, we would take m=4 and ri i = n ] = 10, 15，20. We 
then generate 1000 Wishart matrices A's and B's from A ) and Wm{n2,1) 
w i th three different choices of A respectively, namely diag(l,1,1,1), diag(8，4,2，l) 
and d iag(25 , l , l , l ) . After 1000 Wishart matrices were generated, we transform 
them into 
F = A " 2 i r M i / ‘ 2 . 
Thus Au, A a - , Cn and Ca* could be calculated and the average losses (AL) (ie. 
mean of 1000 losses) for the squared loss L i could also be obtained. A l l the 
results of eigenvalue and matr ix losses were summarized from Table 3.1 to Table 
3.2. The average losses and their standard errors were given in parenthesis for 
the three selected A in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. 
The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for Ca compared w i th 
were given, where P R I A L is 
_ A ) : 就 A ) X 脈 
L2{ CU , A ) 
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The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for A^ compared with A “ were 
given, where PRIAL is 
喊 ， 八 八 ) X 100. 
丄2( A . “ ， A ) 
The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estimator and shrink-
age estimator of eigenvalue of scale matrix A is also provided, wliere ERD is 
AL(Cn) — AL(Ca). The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estima-
tor and shrinkage estimator of scale matrix is AL(A^,) - AL(Aa) . 
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Table 3.1 Average loss (AL), standard error (SE), and PRIAL for estimation of 
A i l l F distribution under squared loss L i 
111 = 10 111 = 15 111 = 20 
n2 = 10 ii2 = 15 ii2 = 20 
A = cliag(l,1,1,1) 
Cu A L 8.927529 3.671322 2.463305 
SE 0.894949 0.168411 0.093857 
Ca- A I / 1.873432 1.577592 1.385258 
SE* 0.084986 0.053820 0.045860 
ERD* 7.054097 2.093729 1.078046 
PRIAL* 79.015106 57.029312 43.767236 
L * ' A I / * 2.737445 1.990333 1.592367 
ERD** 6.190084 1.680989 0.870938 
PRIAL** 69.337036 45.787022 35.356482 
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Table 3.1 (continued) 
111 = 10 n l = 15 111 20 
n2 = 10 ri2 15 ii2 = 20 
A = diag(8,4,2,l) 
Cu AL 75.152573 33.938259 26.364193 
SE 7.323317 3.460227 2.972736 
L* AL* 31.043505 17.127871 14.651953 
SE* 0.522946 0.960871 1.286138 
ERD* 44.109066 16.810387 11.712240 
PRIAL* 58.692696 49.532261 44.424801 
Ca- AL** 27.773584 18.134144 15.998664 
ERD** 47.376733 15.804115 10.365529 
PRIAL" 63.040733 46.567253 39.316694 
A = diag(25,1,1,1) 
Cu AL 395.010803 227.09581 175.730804 
SE 40.633568 29.477655 15.206776 
Ca* AL* 312.223846 174.254715 135.081421 
SE* 4.638459 8.704721 6.143883 
、 ERD* 82.786972 52.841095 40.649376 
PRIAL* 20.958153 23.268194 23.131617 
Ca*- AL** 249.458389 162.610291 133.667786 
ERD** 145.552414 64.485519 42.063018 
PRIAL*^ 36.847705 28.395733 23.936053 
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Table 3.2 Average loss (AL) and PRIAL for estimation of A in F distribution 
under squared loss L i 
n l = 10 n l = 15 111 = 20 
n2 = 10 ii2 = 15 n2 = 20 
A = diag(l,1,1,1) 
A u AL 8.927528 3.671322 2.463305 
AL** 2.737378 1.986877 1.598961 
ERD** 6.190150 1.684445 0.864344 
PRIAL** 69.337784 45.881680 35.088791 
A ^ . AL* 2.737679 1.579925 1.379957 
ERD* 6.189849 2.091397 1.083348 
PRIAL* 69.334412 56.965774 43.979450 
A = diag(8,4,2,l) 
A u AL 184.682373 131.391220 121.88961 
AL** 50.073776 70.650574 80.940422 
ERD** 134.608597 60.740646 40.949188 
PRIAL** 72.886543 46.228848 33.595306 
Aa* AL* 24.271997 53.597820 69.822075 
ERD* 160.410376 77.793400 52.067535 
PRIAL* 86.857437 59.207457 42.716959 
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Table 3.2 (continued) 
111 = 10 n l = 15 111 = 20 
n2 = 10 ii2 = 15 n2 = 20 
A 二 diag(25，l，l’l) 
A u A L 1018.83905 859.173035 807.992920 
A a - A I T 259.865326 434.62384 508.146454 
ERD"* 758.973755 424.549194 299.846466 
P R I A L * ' 74.493980 49.413700 37.110035 
Aa- AL* 118.093178 318.219604 427.884857 
ERD* 900.745872 540.953431 380.108063 
P R I A L / 88.409045 62.962105 47.043489 
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3.5 Discussions on F Distribution under 
Squared Error Loss 
From table 3.1 and table 3.2, we note that the average losses (AL) of eigenvalue 
and scale matr ix wi l l increase when cliaiigiiig the elements of A from diag(l,1,1,1) 
to diag(25，l，l，l). However, the average losses of eigenvalue and scale matr ix wi l l 
decrease as u i and n〗increase. Also, we see that all the PRIALs' for any combi-
nation of n i , 712 and A is positive whatever matr ix and eigenvalue. That means 
/S A 
for most choices of A , the shrinkage estimator A^ and its eigenvalue (Q provides 
A A 
a substantial improvement over the unbiased estimator A^ and (u respectively, 
especially when Ui and n ] are small or A is close to a scalar multiple of I. The 
simulation results of scale matr ix are similar to Leung and Chan(1998). 
I l l Theorem 3.1，we only proved our proposed eigenvalues estimator dominant 
the usual unbiased estimator asymptotically. However, our simulation study 
in section 3.4 shows that this dominance result holds even for a small sample 
s ize(ni=n2=10). 
Moreover, comparing P R I A L of 乙* w i th that of A ^ . , the shrinkage estimator 
of eigenvalue has smaller P R I A L than that of scale matr ix for most of cases. 
A A 
Comparing P R I A L of w i th that of 八《"’ we get a similar result. As a result, 
i t indicates that for any value of a, the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue 
has smaller risk than the shrinkage estimator Aq of the scale matr ix A . The 
relationship between the risk difference of eigenvalues estimator and that of scale 
matr ix estimator wi l l be discussed in chapter 4 in details. 
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3.6 Improved Estimation of A under the 
Entropy Loss(det) L2 
Suppose F 〜 n 2 ； A ) w i th eigenvalues ？i, . . . , Im- Also we have A wi th 
eigenvalues Ai, . . .，A"” Under the matr ix entropy loss function in (3.6), Leung 
and Ng (2001) proposed a new estimator in (3.10), which dominated the unbiased 
estimator in (3.1). In this section, we would pay attention to the entropy loss of 
eigenvalues defined in (3.4). We would proved that our proposed estimator of the 
form 
ric. = OL[ ” + 1 —a — — Im 
\ Til J \ Til / \trF-^J 
dominates the ordinary unbiased estimator 
；: (n2 - m - l \ 
Cu = I 
\ rii J 
asymptotically for some suitable choices of a. 
Theorem 3.2 : Assume ri i > in-1, n】> m + 1 and m > 1 such that 
( 叱 … 1 ) [ ( " 2 + ^ 3 ) _ ( 几 1 - : + 1 ) ( , 2 + 2 ) 1 〉 0 . 
[ 72f(n2 - 2) _ 
Under the entropy loss L i in (3.4)，the estimator i)。dominates 
Cn asymptotically if 
—m + Jm^ + 4mp 
< a < 1. 2p - -
1 (712 — m — l)(n2 + m + 3) where p 二 ^ ^ 
712 
(ni - m + l)(n2 - m - l)(n2 + 2) 




di = 712 — m — i 
/c = n i - m + 1. 
Let 
722 - m - 1 f/l 
c — = 一 . 
rii Til 
The risk of fja is : 
= E[ L2( 7), , A ) 1 
jp f f [ ac h (1 - a)cm 
- f S n 卜c 。 I ( l - o Q c m 1 1 
t i I A. XitrF-i \ I 
/ "I ). \ / m 1 \ 
= — E f + ( i - 如 丑 E y t V T \i=i X“ KtrF-^J 
- m - E [ f > [ ， + ( 1 _ 如 ] \ 
I fcl 1 A, X i t r F - i J J 
二 L V + ( l - a ) c m £ ； 
\trF-^J 
- r n - E { f l n i ^ + i l Z ^ l 1 
I fct L X i t r F - i J J • 
The risk of ^^ is : 
^ f � m / „ ) \ 1 
Cu , A ) = cE X； T - ^ - ^ E l n — . 
\ i= i Xi) L i=i ) -
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Define 
RD, = , A ) - (力Q , A ) 
=(1-�)气5 幻 - ( 1 - … � ⑥ ） 
L ；^ J I ^ ^ L X財F-i \ J 
= ( 1 - a ) c X： Y ^ i ^ i ) - (1 - ^ 
I fct L t r F - i J / 
= ( 1 - a)cJ2—E{U) - (1 - a)cmE —— + m l n a 
Ai V r F - ” 
+ 五 + ^ 广 (3.15) 
,1 、 「 r i i m nim{m 4- 1) nmim - 1) 〜 1 / 
= ( 1 - a)c ^ i + Of —) 
� ^ L nil 2712^ 
- ( 1 - 一 + 卜 + 绕 叫 ： 
+ 爪 1 體 by Lemma 3.6 
\ � [ ni7n nim{m + 1) nrn(m - 1)“ 
^ ( 1 - + 卜 I n a 
- ( 1 — a — 小 n / “ l l ^ 广 1 1 
\n2 - 2) [ atrF-i 
+ m l i i c v + by Lemma 3.4 � n/ J 
> ( l - Q ) c 几卯 I 〜 + rim(m - 1) “ (1 - a ) m 
- [ r i 2 712^ In? a 
— ( 1 - 如 + E [in + i ^ f ^ F - 1 + 0 ( 1 ) 
\n2 — 1) cdrF-i n^ 
〉 （ l - a ) c h爪 I 了聊(爪 + 1 ) 画 — - 1 ) 1 (1 - a)m 
— L n2 ^ J Q 
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n � , A; � I 1 - a m 1 - a W � 1 � —(1-acm + 3 ~ ~ + 0 — 
\ n 2 - 2 j [ a 2q2 
,1 ^ f r ni ni(m + 1) n(m - 1) 1 1 
= ( 1 c — + \ , — 一 
t [ n2 a 
[ n 2 - 2 j ^ a 2 a 2 / 十。、打‘]^  
= ( 1 —cQmf c [ ’ + 几 + 1) 一几(爪一 
[ [ r i Q 712^ 2x12^ 71-2 — 2 
- 守 卜 去 ） 
= ( 一 H S ( 一 + 3 ) - 總 1 
〜 ( 1 - a)m r di(n2 + m + 3) kd八n] + 2) (1 - a)m 1 
� 2 ^ [ • - 2) ^ ^ (3.16) 
A sufficient condit ion for RD4 > 0 is 
r/i(n2 + m + 3) — kdi(n2 + 2) — (1 一 a)m 
ni'^ {n2 - 2) a2 -
(1 — a)m 
、 P - - ^ > 0 
pQ^ + ma - m > 0, (3 .17) 
where p = 几2 + ^  + — 等 + 2) 
n2' 71,^ 712 - 2) 
= d I"(几2 + m + 3) k(ji2 + 2 ) “ 
[ ni2(n2 - 2) • 
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For p > 0 , 
、 —m + y/m'^ + Amp 乂 —m — Jrri^ + 4mp 
a > or a < . 
一 2p - 2p 
… -m + + 4mp 乂 ^ 
biiice < 1 
2p -
m^ + 4mp < (2p + mf 
m? + Amp < + 4mp + rn'^ 
p ' > 0 , 
, —m + + 4mp 
then < a < 1. 
2p - -
For < 0 , (3.17) < 0 (rejected). 
A sufficient condition for RD^ > 0 is 
—m + + Amp ^ 
^ < a < 1 for p > 0. 
2p - — F -
Intuitively speaking, we would like to find a suitable a that maximize RD4 
in (3.15). Unfortunately, such a value of a generally depends on the unknown 
matrix A. Instead, we suggest an 'optimal' a which maximizes the lower bound 
of RD in (3.16). 
In order to obtain an 'optimal' a, we first take the first derivative of RD4 in 
(3.16) and then set it to zero. 
Suppose fia) - “ + + 爪 + 3) kd,(n2 + 2) (1 - a)m' 
) 2 [ 712^ n i 2 ( n 2 - 2 ) a^ . 
X = d / ( l - Q ) m l d i ( n 2 ^ m + 3) fcdi(n2 + 2) (1 - Q ) m ] ) 
作 J — ^ 1 " " 2 [ ‘2 n i 2 ( n 2 - 2 ) ^ J J 
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_ m di{n2 + m + 3) kdi(n2 + 2) (1 - a)m" 
- [ ^ ni2(n2 2) ^ 
(1 — a)m [ m a 2 + 2ma(l - q) 
+ 2 ^  [ ^ -
_ m di(n2 + m + 3) kdi(n2 + 2) (1 - a)m 
- [ ^ ni2(n2 2) ^ _ 
(1 - Q ) m 2 ( 2 - Q ) 
+ ^ 
— mp — q ) - q ) ( 2 - a) 
二 ^ + ^ + 
mp — a) 
二 _T " + ^ • 
Set / ( a ) 二 0， 
mp m2( l a) 
—"^ + 3 = 0 
z a-^ 
2m^(l - Q) - mpa^ = 0 
o 2m 2m 
+ —a = 0 
P P o ^ , 2m 
Q + ga - 9 ^ 0 ， where q =——. (3.18) 
P 
From Merritt(1962) P.49, the real solution of the above cubic equation is 
* 3 Q q^ 3 q q^ q^ 
丹 n + l ^ . (3-19) 
Since the equation (2.18) is always negative when a < 0 and is positive for 
a > 1, we can conclude that the real root of the equation (2.18) must be lie 
between 0 and 1. As q* is the real root of the cubic equation (2.18), we know 
that a* must be between 0 and 1. 
The second derivative of R D ; is 
, , 、 - r n V — 377V2q2(I 一 Q) 




= & ( 2 a - 3 ) . 
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Then / " ( a * ) = - 3) < 0. 
As a result, the lower bound of RD4 in (3.16) is maximized at q = a*. The 
corresponding estimator of A is 
. * , 1 *、 / 爪 、 
r]a* =01 C l + { l - a c — ^ Im-
Note that the 'optimal' q* in (3.19) is different from the 'optimal' a** in Leung 
and Ng(2001) 
3 r /厂 2 7-3 3 厂 L.2 厂3 
a * � r = [nim{n2 — 2)]/[(m - l)(ni + di) 
二 
a*, r = 2m/p 
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3.7 Simulation Study for the F Distribution 
under the Entropy Loss(det) L2 
In the problem of estimating the scale matrix A of F distr ibution and its 
corresponding eigenvalues, a Monte Carlo simulation study is used to compare 
A A A 
the risks of A^ and A^**, and the risks of and fja*-
From Leung and Ng(2001), the shrinkage estimator of scale matr ix A is 
F + (1 - a ) 丄…，、/爪. 
\ ni J V rii / tr(F-i) 
From (3.19), the shrinkage estimator of eigenvalue of scale matr ix A is 
. ^ fn2 - m- l \ . /n2 - m - 1\ m 
Va* = a* ” + 1 - a ” — t t t t I . . . 
V rii / V ni J t r ( F - i ) 
In the simulation study, we would take m=3 and r i i = 11,2 = 5, 10，25. We 
then generate 1000 Wishart matrices A's and B's from I'K爪(n!, A ) and Wm{n2,I ) 
wi th three different choices of A respectively. After 1000 Wishart matrices were 
generated, we transform them into 
F = 
Thus A^,, A ^ - , Cu and fja* could be calculated and the average losses(AL) (ie. 
mean of 1000 losses) for the entropy loss L2 could also be obtained. A l l the 
results of eigenvalue and matr ix losses were summarized from Table 3.3 to Table 
3.6. The average losses and their standard errors were given in parenthesis for 
the three selected A in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. 
The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for % compared wi th 
were given, where P R I A L is 
Cu , A ) - L2( � a ) 
—~~“"“八 X 丄uu. 
L2{ C. , A ) 
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The percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for A^ compared with A^ were 
given, where PRIAL is 
M A,, , A ) 
The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estimator and shrink-
age estimator of eigenvalue of scale matrix A is also provided, where ERD is 
AL(C,J — AL(7/a) The estimated risk difference (ERD) between unbiased estima-
tor and shrinkage estimator of scale matrix is AL(八“）一 AL(Aa). 
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Table 3.3 Average loss (AL), standard error (SE), and PRIAL for estimation of 
A in F distribution under entropy loss L) 
n l = 5 111 = 10 111 = 25 
ii2 = 5 n2 = 10 n2 二 25 
A 二 d iag ( l , l , l ) 
Cu AL 4.692784 1.541101 0.527720 
SE 0.216372 0.033540 0.009670 
f w AL* 4.463120 1.490147 0.515666 
SE* 0.211790 0.032285 0.009456 
ERD* 0.049664 0.050954 0.012053 
PRIAL* 1.058297 3.306313 2.284042 
r/a- AL** 4.342357 1.395874 0.496443 
ERD** 0.350427 0.145227 0.031277 
PRIAL** 7.467358 9.423587 5.926817 
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Table 3.3 (continued) 
111 = 5 n l 二 10 111 = 25 
n2 = 5 ii2 = 10 n2 = 25 
A 二 diag(4,2,l) 
Cu A L 3.804543 0.951588 0.256159 
SE 0.170155 0.023030 0.007064 
f}a* A I / 3.773266 0.920899 0.249353 
SE* 0.166678 0.022341 0.006910 
ERD* 0.031277 0.030689 0.006806 
PRIAL* 0.822099 3.225000 2.657059 
AL** 3.593597 0.866366 0.239438 
E R T T 0.210946 0.085222 0.016721 
P R I A I / * 5.544582 8.955767 6.527586 
A = cliag(25,l,l) 
Cu AL 3.681069 1.054128 0.356815 
SE 0.160077 0.021964 0.007766 
f]a* AL* 3.652636 1.021663 0.348908 
SE* 0.156847 0.021327 0.007600 
ERD* 0.028433 0.032465 0.007907 
、 
PRIAL* 0.772408 3.079765 2.215971 
Va*' AL** 3.500318 0.965059 0.337560 
ERD** 0.180751 0.089069 0.019255 
PRIAL** 4.910286 8.449543 5.396354 
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Table 3.4 Average loss (AL), standard error (SE) and PRIAL for estimation of 
A in F distribution under entropy loss L2 
111 —-  10 n l = 25 n l = 25 
ri2 = 5 n2 = 5 ii2 = 10 
A = d iag( l , l , l ) 
^u AL 3.775707 3.296272 1.112574 
SE 0.260900 0.178846 0.026251 
rja- AL* 3.701281 3.196505 1.013673 
SE* 0.251756 0.169841 0.023695 
ERD* 0.074426 0.099767 0.098901 
PRIAL* 1.971181 3.026662 8.889386 
r/a" AL** 3.458169 3.008187 1.014310 
ERD** 0.317507 0.288085 0.098265 
PRIAL** 8.410011 8.739715 8.832175 
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Table 3.4 (continued) 
n l = 10 n l = 25 n l = 25 
n2 = 5 n2 = 5 n2 = 10 
A = diag(4,2,l) 
<5u AL 2.875313 2.456405 0.625975 
SE 0.134760 0.102526 0.019899 
RJA* AL* 2.830662 2.398890 0.569692 
SE* 0.130029 0.097381 0.018177 
ERD* 0.044651 0.057515 0.056283 
PRIAL* 1.552909 2.34143 8.991276 
AL** 2.697292 2.294934 0.570109 
ERD** 0.178021 0.161471 0.055866 
PRIAL** 6.191352 6.573485 8.924638 
A = diag(25, l , l ) 
^u AL 2.777732 2.384536 0.756373 
SE 0.104341 0.087890 0.020312 
rla* AL* 2.736818 2.332542 0.694630 
SE* 0.100716 0.083544 0.018534 
ERD* 0.040914 0.051994 0.061743 
PRIAL* 1.472928 2.180466 8.163036 
AL** 2.621835 2.241214 0.695444 
ERD** 0.155897 0.143322 0.060928 
PRIAL** 5.612392 6.010478 8.055334 
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Table 3.5 Average loss (AL) and PRIAL for estimation of A in F distribution 
under entropy loss L2 
111 = 5 111 = 10 n l = 25 
n2 = 5 ii2 = 10 n2 = 25 
A = d iag ( l , l , l ) 
A u A L 4.692783 1.541101 0.527720 
AL** 4.341324 1.393938 0.496842 
ERD** 0.351459 0.147163 0.030878 
PRIAL** 7.489342 9.659219 5.851233 
A, , . AL* 4.644192 1.492168 0.515268 
ERD* 0.048591 0.048933 0.012452 
PRIAL* 1.035441 3.175197 2.359585 
A = diag(4,2,l) 
A u A L 4.694475 1.541602 0.523411 
A L T 4.348065 1.400138 0.495141 
E R T T 0.346410 0.141464 0.028269 
、 PRIAL** 7.379095 9.176413 5.400983 
Aa* AL* 4.641112 1.492304 0.512284 
ERD* 0.053363 0.049298 0.011127 
PRIAL* 1.136719 3.197842 2.125863 
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Table 3.5 (continued) 
111 = 5 111 = 10 111 = 25 
n2 = 5 ii2 = 10 n2 = 25 
A = diag(25，l，l) 
A u A L 4.703875 1.543886 0.512222 
A I / * 4.362131 1.408171 0.486168 
ERD** 0.341744 0.135715 0.026054 
PRIAL** 7.265168 8.790465 5.086544 
A ^ . AL* 4.654689 1.495526 0.501997 
ERD* 0.049186 0.048360 0.010225 
PRIAL* 1.045648 3.132356 1.996205 
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Table 3.6 Average loss (AL), standard error (SE) and PRIAL for estimation of 
A in F distribution under entropy loss L2 
n l = 10 n l = 25 111 = 25 
n2 = 5 n2 = 5 n2 = 10 
A - d iag( l , l , l ) 
A u A L 3.775706 3.296271 1.112575 
Aa*. AL** 3.460350 3.007523 1.014792 
E R T T 0.315356 0.288748 0.097783 
PRIAL** 8.352239 8.759838 8.788891 
AL* 3.699029 3.197102 1.013192 
ERD* 0.076678 0.099169 0.099383 
PRIAL* 2.030814 3.008514 8.932714 
A = diag(4,2,l) 
A u A L 3.767050 3.294955 1.114021 
AL** 3.457541 3.014500 1.020326 
ERD*^ 0.309509 0.280455 0.093695 
PRIAL** 8.216217 8.511649 8.410524 
Aa- AL* 3.691410 3.197261 1.019496 
ERD* 0.07564 0.097694 0.094525 
PRIAL* 2.007936 2.964955 8.485047 
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Table 3.6 (continued) 
111 = 10 111 二 25 n l = 25 
112 = 5 n2 = 5 n2 = 10 
A = diag(25,l , l ) 
A u AL 3.764758 3.304806 1.113493 
A ^ . . AL** 3.464007 3.031324 1.024808 
E R X r 0.300751 0.273482 0.088685 
PRIAL** 7.988588 8.275282 7.964576 
A y AL* 3.690060 3.208099 1.023955 
ERD* 0.074697 0.096706 0.089538 
PRIAL* 1.984119 2.926228 8.041203 
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3.8 Discussions on F Distribution under 
Entropy Loss 
From table 3.3 to table 3.6, we note that the average losses (AL) of eigenvalue 
and scale matr ix wi l l decrease when changing the elements of A from diag(l,1,1,1) 
to diag(25,1,1,1). The average losses of eigenvalue wi l l decrease as n i and n ] 
increase. Also, we see that all the PRIALs ' for any combination of n i , n,2 and 
A is positive whatever matr ix and eigenvalue. That means for most choices of 
八，the shrinkage estimator A ^ and its eigenvalue provides some improvement 
over the unbiased estimator A,, and 4 respectively, especially when n i and n) are 
small. The simulation results of scale matr ix is similar to Leung and Ng(2001). 
In Theorem 3.2，we only proved our proposed eigenvalues estimator dominant 
the usual unbiased estimator asymptotically. However, our simulation study 
in section 3.7 shows that this dominance result holds even for a small sample 
size(ni=n2=10). 
Moreover, comparing P R I A L of w i th that of A ^ . , the shrinkage estimator 
of eigenvalue has similar PR IAL as estimator of scale matr ix for most of cases. 
Comparing P R I A L of f/^.. w i th that of A « . .， w e get a similar result. As a result, 
i t indicates that for any value of a, the shrinkage estimator fj^ of eigenvalue 
lias the same significant improvement as the shrinkage estimator A^ of the scale 
matr ix A . The relationship between the risk difference of eigenvalues estimator 
and that of scale matr ix estimator wi l l be discussed in chapter 4 in details. 
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Chapter 4 
Inheritance of Dominance between Eigen-
values Loss Function and Matrix Loss 
Function 
4.1 Significance of The Problem 
Let A be an mxm random matrix with unknown parameter matrix A, A and I 
be the eigenvalues of A and A respectively. Suppose that the unbiased estimator 
of A is 
入“ = cA (4.1) 
and its corresponding eigenvalue is 
/s 
A.„ = cl, (4.2) 
where c>0, under the two scale-invariant loss functions 
X) = iS- AYiS - A) (4.3) 
and 
^ m ^ m ^ 
s , A) = ^ ^ - In [ ] - m. (4.4) 
z=l 入t i=l 入i 
Furthermore, is dominated by an shrinkage estimator of the form 
= (4.5) 
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where u(.) is a scalar function of A, a>0 and b are any real values. That is 
R、K,X、< 丑(义u�A) for all A > 0 and < R(Xu.X) for some A, where 
A A 
i?(Ag’A) and (入们 A) is the risk function of A" and A" respectively. 
I l l this chapter, we intent to study how this dominance result can inherit to 
the problem of estimating the parameter matr ix A using 
入p = ayl + bu(A)Im, (4.6) 
under the two scale invariant matr ix loss functions 
丄 3 ( 2 ， = (4.7) 
L4( i： ’ S ) = 力 1 ) — 111 — m. (4.8) 
More specifically, the key equation in this chapter is under what conditions 
w i l l the dominance of \g over implies the dominance of kg over A^ and vice 
versa. This inheritance of dominance result enables us to connect our dominance 
result established in chapter 2 and chapter 3 w i th the dominance results in Leung 
and Chan(1998) and Leung and Ng(2001). 
I l l chapter 2，we consider A as 5 ~ E), A and I are eigenvalues of E and 
S respectively. The unbiased estimator of A is A" = •？’ that is, c = l / r i in (4.2). 
We proved that is dominated by our proposed shrinkage estimators 
c a (1 - a ) t r S ^ 
and 
c cv (1 - a ) , m 、 
（4.10) 
asymptotically under L ! and L2 loss function respectively. Note that (4.9) and 
(4.10) are special case of A^ in (4.5) w i th a - a / 1 1，b = ( l - a ) / i i and i i (S )= ( l / i n ) t rS 
(ari thmetic mean of 0 or u(S)二m/汁(5•一” (harmonic mean of I). 
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Similar dominance results have been obtained in Leung and Chari(1998) and 
Leung and Ng(2001) for the matr ix version. That is, the unbiased estimator of 
^ is = -S and is dominated by shrinkage estimators 
and 
V a , rn 、r 
4 = + （4.12) 
under L3 and L4 loss functions respectively. 
In chapter 3，we consider A as F 〜 n 2 , A ) , A and I are eigenvalues of 
A and F respectively. The usual unbiased estimator of A is 
- 712 - m - 1 
An = 1 
NI 
that is, c={n2 -m - l ) / n i in (4.2). We proved that A, is dominated by our 
proposed shrinkage estimators 
X _ ^ (n2-m— 1 � (712 - m - 1 �f t r F \ 
1 、 n . ) 叫 1 - … （ - — — — — 1 爪’ (4.13) 
\ / V Ui / \ m J \ ‘ 
and 
N _ / r z 2 - m - l \ � / n 2 - m - l \ ( M \ 
- ^ 1 + ( 1 — ⑷ ( 兩 ) ‘ （4.14) 
asymptotically under L ! and L^ loss function respectively. Note that (4.13) and 
(4.14) are special case of \ in (4.5) w i th a=ac , b=( l -Q)c and i i ( F ) = ( l / m ) t r F 
(arithmetic mean of 0 or u (F)=m/汁 (F—i ) (harmonic mean of I). 
Similar dominance results have been obtained in Leung and Chan(1998) and 
Leimg and Ng(2001) for the matr ix version. That is, the unbiased estimator of 
A is A , ,=[(n2 - in - l ) /n i ]F and is dominated by shrinkage estimators 
A — a 广几 2 -爪— 1 � r 丄,1 . / n 2 - m - l \ /trF\ ^ 
、 — " (1 _ … ( — ) ‘ （4.15) 89 
and 
入 — 八 广 几 2 — m — 1 、 p , ,1 / r i 2 - r n - l \ ( m \ 
、 — “ F + (1 — … I - ^ ^ J [ J ^ ) ) I- (4•叫 
under L3 and L4 loss functions respectively. 
A natural question of interest is that whether the dominance of the eigenvalue 
estimator A^ in (4.5) can be carried over to their corresponding matr ix estimator 
K in (4.6). In order to study the inheritance of these dominance results, we 
need to calculate the risk difference between the unbiased eigenvalue estimator 
and the shrinkage eigenvalue estimator A^, and the risk different between the 
unbiased matr ix estimator A,, and the shrinkage matr ix estimator A^, 
i.e. G i W = RiCK.X) - RiCXgA) , f o r i = l � 2 
H j W = , for j=3 ,4 
where Ri and R j are the risk function under L i and L j respectively. 
For example, in L ! and L3 loss functions, if we can proved that Gi (A) < Hs(A) 
for all A > 0( or equivalently A > 0)，then Gi(A) > 0 implies //3(A) > 0. In other 
words, the dominance result of \ implies the dominance result of A^. 
In order to calculate GI{X) and HJ(A), we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 ； Let A and A are mxin positive definite matrices w i th ordered 
eigenvalues h 2 b 2 . . . 2 U and Ai > A2 > . . . > 
respectively. Then 
(1) tr(AA) < E r i i A,^, < (trA){trA) 
(2) I：二 i fc/A,) < tr{AA-'). 
P r o o f : Since A and A are positive definite matrices, then by Cauchy-Schwarz 
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Inequality, 
(饥 \ 2 / ni \ / rn \ 
< EAH E^n 
< tr{A^)tr{K') 
< { t r A f { t r k f 
m 
T M i < (trA){trA). 
i = l 
From Theorem A.4.7 of Anderson (1984), 
m 
max{tr{HA'H'A)} = [ A , “， 
i = l 
for any orthogonal matr ix H. Then we consider the special case when H equals 
to the identity matr ix, then tr{AA) < max{tr{HA'H'A)} = 
Similarly, from Theorem A.4.7 of Anderson (1984), 
m 
i=l 
for any orthogonal matr ix H. Again we consider the special case H = I � t h e n 
E二i(。/A,) = min{tr{HA'H'A-')} < tr{AA-'). 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. By using the generalized 
eigenvalues in (4.5) and their corresponding matr ix estimators in (4.6), we can 
calculate the risk difference between the generalized estimator and the usual unbi-
ased estimator. The inheritance of dominance between the eigenvalues estimator 
and the matr ix estimator under L , and L3 is addressed in section 4.2 and that 
under L2 and L4 is addressed in section 4.3. 
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4.2 Inheritance of Dominance between 
Eigenvalues Estimator and Matrix 
Estimator under Squared Error Loss 
Suppose Ai > A2 > . . . > A^ and h > > • • • > In are the ordered 
eigenvalues of A and A respectively. Under the squared loss in (4.7)，Leung 
and Chan(1998) proved that the shrinkage matrix estimator in (4.11) dominated 
the unbiased estimator ( l /n )S . In section 2.3, we proposed a new estimator of 
eigenvalues in (4.9), dominating the unbiased estimator ( l / n ) r In this section, we 
would put our afford on the squared error loss function of eigenvalues and matrix 
defined in (4.3) and (4.7) respectively. We wil l compute the risk difference of the 
generalized eigenvalues estimator of the form 
Xg = al-{•bu{A)l„^ 
and the unbiased eigenvalues estimator 
K = cl 
as well as the risk difference between the generalized matrix estimator 
人 广 + bu(A)I爪 
and the unbiased matrix estimator 
、 K = cA. 
Then we wi l l obtain the inheritance of dominance between the eigenvalues esti-
mator and the matrix estimator. 
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Theorem 4.1 ： Let i i (A) be a real-valued function of A with E[ii(A)], E[u(A)]2 
and E[Aii(A)] exist, then for all A > 0， 
(i) Gi(A) < / / 3 ( A ) i f a < c . 
(i i) G,(X)>H,{A) i f a > c . 
(iii) G,(X) = HS(A) if a = c. 
Proof : Firstly, we calculate the risk difference of eigenvalues estimator. 
The risk of Xg is : 
A, , A ) = E[ (\g - A)'(A, - A)] 
= ^ a' M + ⑷]2 + A'A + 2abu(A) f； u 
L i=l 
m m ) 
- 2 a ⑷ 
i=l i=l J 
= a ' E ( t r A ' ) + mh''E[u{A)f + [trk^) + 2abE{[u{A)]{tTA)} 
m 
-2aE{J2X,U) — 2bE{[u{A)]{trA)}. 
i = l 
The risk of A,, is : 
^ m 
凡（入“，A ) = c 2 邵 + {trA') 一 2cE(Y^ U ) . 
i=l 
Define 
Gi(A) = A , , A, , A ) 
=(c2 — a^)E(trA^) - ml)^E[u[A)Y — 2abE{[u(A)]{trA)} 
m 
+2(a - c)ECZ\h) + 2bE{[u{A)]{trA)}. 
i=l 
Now, we consider the risk difference of matrix estimator. 
The risk of kg is : 
M K , A ) = 五 [ ( 入 p —A)'(入g — A ) ] 
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二 •(力rVl2) + 2ahE{[u(A)]{tTA)} + mh''E[u(A)f + {tT^^) 
-2aE[tr{A\)] - 力rA}. 
The risk of A,, is : 
佑（入u , A ) = c'E{trA') + {trPs}) - 2cE[tr{Ak)]. 
Define 
H3(A) = A , , A ) - 7?3( A , , A ) 
= - a ' ) B ( t r A ' ) — 2abE{[u(A)]{trA)} - m6'E[u{A)]^ 
+ 2 ( a — c)E[tr{AA)] + 26 五{[zi(yl)](汁 A ) } . 
Then for a < c, 
G i ( A ) = - a')E{trA^) - mb^E[u{A)f - 2abE{[u{A)](trA)} 
771 
+ 2 ( a — c)E(J2 XUi) + 2bE{[u(A)]{trA)} 
1=1 
< - a^)E{trA^) - mb'E[u{A)f - 2abE{[u(A)](trA)} 
+ 2 ( a — c)E[tr{AK)] + 2bE{[u{A)](trA)} by l emma 4.1(1) 
< //3(A). 
For a > c, 
G i ⑶ = ( c ^ - a ' ) E ( t r A ' ) - rnb'E[u(A)]' - 2abE{[u{A)]{trA)} 
m 
+2(a - c )E (J2 K l i ) + 26£' { [u(^) ] ( t rA)} 
i=l 
> - a ' ) E i t r A ' ) - mb'E[u{A)]' - 2abE{[u(A)]{trA)} 
+ 2 ( a - [亡r(AA)] + 2bE{[u{A)](trA)} by l emma 4.1(1) 
> Hs{A). 
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For a = c, 
Gi (A) = -ml)'E[u{A)f - 2ahE{[u{A)][tTA)} + 2bE{[u(A)]{trA)} 
二 Hs(A). 
Corollary 1: (i) I f a < c � t h e n the dominance of A^ over A, implies the 
dominance of kg over 入… 
(ii) I f a > c � t h e n the dominance of kg over 入“ implies the 
dominance of Xg over A“. 
(i i i) U a = c, then the dominance of kg over 入“ is equivalent to 
the dominance of Xg over X^. 
Proof: From Theorem 4.1，if a < c， 
Gi(A) = - < / /3(A) = Rs(Au) - Rs iA , ) 
I f A" dominates 义…i.e. Gi(A) > 0 for all A, 
then / /3(A) 二 尺3(AJ - Rs(K) > Gi(A) > 0 for all A, which implies 
J /s 
Ag dominates A^,. 
S im i l a r l y � i f « 〉 c �G , ( A ) > H,{A). Furthermore, if A , dominates 入… 
i.e. / /3(A) > 0 for all A, then Gi(A) = - R.^X,) > H,{A) > 0 
for all A, which implies \g dominates 又 
Final ly i f a=c, Gi(A) = H,{K). hence Gi(A) > 0 for all A is equivalent 
to H认A) > 0 for all A. 
� Remark 1. I f we consider A as S and A = E such that S 〜 M / " i ( n � E ) , this is 
exactly the problem we considered in chapter 2 and Leung and Chan(1998). In 
this case, c = l / n and a二a/n where 0 < a < 1. Hence a < c and the dominance of 
the eigenvalue estimator in chapter 2 implies the dominance of matr ix estimator 
obtained in Leung and Cliaii(1998). 
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Remark 2. I f we consider A as F and A = 八 such that F 〜 F ^ 〜 , n ‘ 2 ; A) , this 
is exactly the problem we considered in chapter 3 and Leung and Chan(1998). 
In this case, c=(n2-m- l ) / r i i and a=ac where 0 < a < 1. Hence a < c and 
the dominance of the eigenvalue estimator in chapter 3 implies the dominance of 
matrix estimator obtained in Leung and Chaii(1998). 
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4.3 Inheritance of Dominance between 
Eigenvalues Estimator and Matrix 
Estimator under Entropy Loss 
Suppose Ai > A2 > . . . > A爪 and h > > - • • > In be the ordered eigenvalues 
of B and A respectively. Under the entropy loss in (4.8), Leung and Ng(2001) 
proved that the shrinkage estimator in (4.12) dominated the unbiased estimator 
A , - [ ( n 2 - m - l ) / n i ] F . In section 3.5, we proposed a new estimator of eigenvalue 
i l l (4.10)，dominating the estimator Xu=[{n,-m-l)/n,]l In this section, we would 
put our afford on the entropy loss function of eigenvalues and matr ix defined in 
(4.4) and (4.8) respectively. We wi l l compute the risk difference of the generalized 
eigenvalues estimator of the form 
and the unbiased eigenvalues estimator 
Au 二 cZ 
as well as the risk difference of the generalized matrix estimator of the form 
入,=aA + ⑷ /爪 
and the unbiased matr ix estimator 
入 u = c A 
Then we wi l l obtain the inheritance of dominance between the eigenvalues esti-
inator and the matr ix estimator. 
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Theorem 4.2 ： Suppose u(A) is a function of A wi th E[u(A)], E[u{A)]'^ and 
E[Ai i (A) j ex i s t � t hen for all A〉0， 
(i) G 2 ( X ) < H , { A ) i f a < c , 
(ii) G2(X)>H,{A) i f g > c . 
(i i i) G2{X) = H,(A) i f a = c. 
Proof : Firstly, we calculate the risk difference of eigenvalue estimator. 
The risk of \g is : 
= —f；[华 + 字丨—m —InfH � 
A, J ！ • 丄 A , J 
m ) 
i = l 八i 
l i=l Ai J J 
The risk of 义“ is : 
A 爪）. 「m , n 
R2{XU. X) = cE(J2^)-m-E Z H - ) . 
Define 
G2(A) = A,, , A ) - A, , A ) 
/ m . \ r m 「 
= ( c - a)E E — - 秘 { [ " ( ⑷ 1(汁 A-i)} + £； ” h i ^ + 
、=i 入。 I f c t c ch J 
/ rn . \ 」乂 
\ i = l 八 " [ C C 
Now, we consider the risk difference of matr ix estimator. 
The risk of kg is : 
入” A ) = E[汁(人,A-i) - In - m ] 
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= c i E [ t r { A A - ' ) ] + bE{[u(A)]{trA-')}—可In laAA"^ + 6z/(A)A-i|] 
—rn. 
The risk of is ： 
入“，A ) = cE[汁(AA—1) ] - m - E ( i n \ c A A - ' \ ) . 
Define 
i / 4 ( A ) = A , , A ) - A , , A ) 
= ( c — a)E[tr{AA-') — ⑷ ] ( 汁 八 一 ” } + E [ in + “ 
[ c c 
Then for a < c, 
f rn ) \ 
G2{X) = {c-a)E — 6五{[!/(邓(汁A-i)} 
c c 
< (c — (Z)五[力r(AA-i) — bE{[u{A)]{trA-')} 
,^ L a bu{A) ‘ 
111 -Irn + by lemma 4.1(2) 
> H^IA). 
For a > c, 
/ rn . \ 
= (c - ^ -
+ 4 n 、 + 變 t i ] 
. c c 
> (c - a )对, r (AA一 1) - bE{[u(A)](trA-')} 
+五 In 登/� + by lemma 4.1(2) 
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For a = c, 
G2(A) = 汁A-1)} + E [ in + 1 — 
[ c c 
= / / 4 ( A ) . 
Corollary 2: (i) I f a < c, then the dominance of A^ over A,, implies the 
dominance of kg over 入 
(i i) I f a > c, then the dominance of kg over A^ implies the 
dominance of \g over A,,. 
( i i i) I f a = c, then the dominance of kg over 入“ is equivalent to 
the dominance of Xg over 义 
Proof: From Theorem 4.1, if a < c� 
G2(A) = R2CK) - R2{K) < 丑4(A) = -
A A 
I f \ dominates A � i.e. G2(A) > 0 for all A, 
then i /4(A) = i?4(Au) - RA[K) > G2(A) > 0 for all A, which implies 
: /s 
Ag dominates A" . 
Similarly, if a > c, G2(A) > H州 .F u r t h e r m o r e , if A^ dominates 入奴， 
i.e. HS{A) > 0 for all A, then ^^(A) = - > H,(A) > 0 
for all A, which implies Xg dominates 
Final ly if a = c � G 2 ( A ) = H,{A). hence G2(A) > 0 for all A is equivalent 
to / /4(A) > 0 for all A. 
Remark 1. I f we consider A as S and A 二 S such that S 〜U^^ Cn，！：)，this is 
exactly the problem we considered in chapter 2 and Leung and Ng(2001). In this 
case, c = l / n and a = a / i i where 0 < a < 1. Hence a < c and the dominance of 
the eigenvalue estimator in chapter 2 implies the dominance of matr ix estimator 
obtained in Leung and Ng(2001). 
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Remark 2. I f we consider A as F and A = A such that F �F爪(ni，n2; A)， 
this is exactly the problem we considered in chapter 3 and Leung and Ng(2001). 
In this case, c=(n2-m-l)/?2i and a=ac where 0 < a < 1. Hence a < c and 
the dominance of the eigenvalue estimator in chapter 3 implies the dominance of 
matr ix estimator obtained in Leung and Ng(2001). 
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4.4 Conclusion 
The main objective of this chapter is to develop a link between the dominance 
of eigenvalues estimator and the dominance of their corresponding matrix esti-
mator. In particular, we proved that the dominance results in chapter 2 and 3 
can be carried over to their corresponding matrix versions. The matrix versions 
of these estimation problem has been considered in Leung and Chan(1998) and 
Leung and Ng(2001). 
We also obtained conditions that the dominance of eigenvalues estimator is 
equivalent to the dominance of their matrix estimator and the dominance of ma-
tr ix estimator implies the dominance of eigenvalues estimator. This is important 
and has great potential for further research since the eigenvalues estimation prob-
lem is more difficult than their corresponding matrix estimation problem. 
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